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PREFACE 
This thesis was aimed at determining the degree of interest in news. 
about higher edt1cation. 'l'he information was sough.tin a community where 
a large unive:r,sity was located under specualtion that interest surely - · 
was present. In i;iddition, the author> held some opinions concerning the 
interest readers might have toward news stories generated by college and 
university news bureaus. The author :fe.lt that readers could be better 
served and news bureau per'sonhel could develop a more efficient 
operation if valid information was collected in regard to what readers 
say they want to read about college personnel and activities. 
Many persons contributed significantly to this study. The author 
would. be amiss if he did not.thank the respondents who completed the 
long qu~stionnaire. Without their efforts, the study could never have· 
· been completed. Dr. J. Leroy Folks. ~md Byron Brandt, both of the OSU 
mathematics ahd statistics department, were most helpful in preparation 
of the data for the computer as well as interpretation of the findings. 
· Brandt'scongenia.J,..i,ty and competence made the a-uthor's tasks of data 
preparation for the computer center much simpler. Personnel of the 
computer cente!r' are tc;, be thanked foy, their efficient h,andling of the 
7,500 cards required for the study plus providing the computer time. 
Others who made significant contributions to this study include 
Welden Barnes, Pivision of Public Information Director for OSU, who 
gave permission to usehig office's nameand stationery in collecting 
the data, In addition, he subsidized the study by providing a portion 
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of the postage, 
Dr. Walter J, Ward, director of journalism graduate studies at OSU, 
must be cited for his contributions. He was available for counsel when 
needed; his knowledge of research design and methodology made the study 
more specific and meaningful, and his bent for quality work made this 
study a genuine learning experience. 
Perhaps the two individuals who must be thanked most are my wife, 
Ellen, and son, Brian, Their sacrifice, and it was great, was the time 
required of the author on this project. 
The author's typist, Mrs. Theodqre Davis, contributed much 
assistance with clerical aspects of thesis preparation as well as 
Uasion with a thesis printing facility. Her help is gratefully 
acknowledged. 
In adc;lition, the management of the StillwaterNews Press and its 
circulation department are to be acknowledged for providing free of 
charge the copies of that newspaper which were necessary for this study. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The primary objective of this :::;t:udy was to try to d~termine 
newspaper rea.ders' relative preferences for different types of stories 
about higher educationo 
Design of the research was specifically drawn to answer the 
following questions: 
1. What effect do news stories involving different levels 
of higher education personnel and activity have on reader 
interest in the stories? 
2. What levels of university personnel and activity in news 
of higher education have the most in common in creating 
reader interest? 
3. Are there distinct groups of readers who are inter·ested 
in stories involving distinctly different types of higher' 
education personnel and activity? 
This study sought to develop a more parsimonious explanation of the 
literally countless questions that can be, and are, asked about the 
value placed on specific subjects covered in higher education news---
questions such as: 
Do individuals value storie::; about new teaching methods developed 
by local professors'? Do they want to know what professors are doing 
research, and the results they are getting? Ar,e r0 eadel''S more concerned 
with what the locc;1l AAUP chapter is doing than what is being taught in 
sex education classes? Do local readers want to know about visiting 
specialists coming to campus? Do they seek information on incoming 
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faculty, retirements, resignations, etc? Do readers care to know that 
Dr, So-and-so is giving a scientific or scholarly paper before a 
convention of his contemporaries in distant areas of the nation, etc,? 
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Regarding students: Do readers prefer the "good" news items or the 
"bad" ones? Do they read stories c;3.bout students' academic achievements 
or do they prefer those about arrests for "pot" smoking? Does the 
honors program story get as much readership as does the story about 
student confrontation with the administration? Does news about students' 
ideas get any readership? 
What about news concerning the administration and the personnel who 
carry out its routine and not-so-routine duties? Does this news get 
readership? 
Do reade:rs want to know about the university president speaking to 
a local civic club? Do they want to know when classes are in session? 
What do individuals read about personnel matters at the university? Do 
stories about open house at the university get read? 
These are but a few questions whose answers or clues to whose 
answers were sought in this investigation, 
This study was conducted in Stillwater, Oklahoma, where Oklahoma 
State University is located, The local newspaper is highly sensitive to 
the presence of the university and much of the publication's content is 
devoted to news about university events, The university is the largest 
institution in the community, as well as the largest employer, 
Therefore, it .would appear likely that many readers also wouird be 
sensitive to university events, 
Information about what individuals prefer to read concerning the 
university community and its const;ituency could be helpful in many ways 
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to the university's public relations personnel as well as public 
information officers. Those concerned with the institution's image 
might well analyze readers' r:i,ews choices to gain insight on what is 
contril;:mti.ng to n.egative attitudes· of many laymen toward coll.eges and 
universities thro.ughout the country. Public information administrators 
might be able to determine if the; stories their staffs are produci.ng are 
sought out by the intended "publics" in the medium in which the story is 
published. The number of certain types of stories m.ight be altered .if 
results of the study indicate what amount of attention is being paid to 
those.items, 
In this study, all types of news about university events were 
included, with the one very noticeable exception of varsity athletics, 
Sports news was eliminated primarily on the basis that its volume alone 
would have.dominated other types of news. 
A multi~faceted classification of news was necessary to establish 
mutually exclusive and exhaustive categorical sets of responses of 
individuals who participated ln the study. Facets of new,;; were kept 
very broad and are operationally defined on pages :l.1 and 12, 
Three facets of news stories appeared to be natural, based upon the. 
primary personnel components of the university community: students, 
professors and administrators. Within each of these groups, three more 
news facet levels emerged, based on activity in which the personnel 
were involved. 
Broad categories were necessary because of the variety of news 
stories concerntng the myriad of events occurri_ng on the university 
campus or those.related to the.university and its personnel. Literally 
hundred$ of stories are printed in the Sti;J..lwater News Priess during an 
academic year. Many are quite similar. Some are quite repetitive, but 
the number of stories is staggering when considered as a whole. 
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For example, in September, 1968,· ~6 issues of the Stillwater News 
Press contained 166 different stories about higher education. One 
hundred fifty-two of these pertained to Oklahoma State University (OSU),. 
Of those 152 stories, 20 were played on page one, 4-1 on page two, 15 on 
page three and the others were used throughout the remaining pages of 
the newspaper. These stories had themes ranging from OSU closing for 
Labor Day to Miss OSU leaving for a pageant to an OSU professor giving 
a speech, etc. 
An attempt was made by the writer to find literature related to the 
general publics' preferences for news about higher education. One of 
the first reference works turned to was.the Encyclopedia of Educational 
Research, Several studies were lii;;;ted pertaining to genera+ attitudes 
toward higher education, but none dealing with readership habits or 
preferences, Other studies dealt with education's image·in the mass 
media and public relations programs used by some educational 
institutions. 
The t.L S, Department of Health, Education and Welfare's Office of 
Education supports a document reproduction service titled, Educational 
Research Information Center (ERIC). This reference contains names·of 
many studies related to higher education's image in the mass media, 
public relations.efforts of some education institutions, studies of 
attitudes toward higher education, the professor's professional image, 
how the public views costs and utility of higher education, but again, 
no studies of readers' preferences for types of education news. 
A Journalism Monograph, "Channels of Communication in School-
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Community Relations~ 11 published. by the Association for· Education in 
Journalism contains a bibliogr·aphy of more· than 200 ent1".ies o Only one 
of these makes reference to "readers .interest" to news about an 
educational institution and that study was on local public schools, 1 
Dr, George Gerbner, dean of the Annenberg School of Communications 
at the University of Pennsylvania, conducted a monumental study for the 
U,S, Office of Education titled, "Mass Communications and Popular 
Conceptions of Education, 112 The study produced another large 
bibliography of studies dealing with educational institutions, but again, 
no listing of a single study pertaining to what types of news readers 
prefer, or say they prefe:r, about h.igher education, 
Two different sources were contacted in the Washington, D" Co 
offices of the American College Public Relations Association" Neither 
source could be of assistance in locating studies of readers' 
preferences for news of higher education, Studies were suggested that 
dealt with attitudes toward students, cha,nges in students at one 
college over a quarter of a century and a study of the college 
environment, 
There is an addage used often among newspaper journalists when 
referring to their readers, and the saylng goes something like thi:s: 
11We 1re just givin' 'em what they want;" It is suggested that such a 
statement could not honestly be made by a journalist whose duty.it is 
to write stories about higher education, It seems evident that little 
] Richard ,J" Gordon" "School News in the Local Newspaper and Reader 
Inte:i?est Therein~" PhoDo Thesis, New York University, 1966, 
2George Gerhner' ~ M~ss Comm1.rnications and Popular Conceptions of 
Education;. ! Cr,oss Cultural Study, Cooperative Research P:r'oject Noa 
876, U.S. Office of Education, Washington, D" C,~ GPO, 1964, 
or no attempt has ever been made to find out what John Q. Public wants 
to read about college and university activities~ thus, the weak 
theoretical.foundation and lack of hypotheses in this n~cessarily 
exploratory study of reader interest in such news. 
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CHAPTER II 
DESIGN, METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS 
In order to determine readers' preferences for different types of 
news about higher education, it was necessary to find out if such news 
could be cat_egorized into mutually exclusive. news facets, subdivided 
into mutually exclusive and exhaustive news facet levels. 
Some guidelines for story selection were formulated to assist in 
directing the writer to some stories and away from others. Those 
criteria were: 
(1) The news item's theme had to reflect to some degree a tie to 
·the.Oklahoma.State University community. 11Community" here applies to 
campus life and its functions, not the_ geographical area or town in 
which the physical plant is located. 
(2) The theme of a story had to---in some manner---relate to an 
individual or group---student, professor, administrator---who was an 
active participant in campus life. 
(3) Content of the articJ,.e, to be considered for inclusion, could 
deal with an issue which faced any or all segments of the university 
community. The issue could be academic, political or otherwise, as long 
as it involved some aspect of campus life. 
Selection of News Facets and Levels 
By searching file copies of the Stillwater News Press, the writer 
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was able to find about 15 "tentative categories" into which the major 
portion of news about higher education could be separated. There 
remained too many different classifications with little or no common 
bonds among them. Further analysis revealed that stories could be 
sorted easily, based upon the "who" element of the lead. 
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In addition, by simply asking, !'Gj:=merally, what is the level of the 
"who" of the story?", it became evident that three levels of persons 
were mentioned in the stories. They were students, faculty and 
administrators. 
However, closer scrutiny of the stories revealed that the "who" 
element had aspects that were not covered by simply students, faculty or 
administrators. For example, there were stories about faculty that did 
not even mention a name. The story merely mentioned a particular 
department or school or college. The same was true with the 
Administrator level. The "who" element, instead of mentioning 
administrators, was OSU over-all. The Student level also was affected, 
but to a lesser extent. Therefore, that preliminary level became 
fixed. The term Departmental was added to Faculty level and OSU was 
added to Administration, In other wor·ds, the three broad news levels 
then became Student, Faculty-Departmental, and OSU-Administration. 
These comprised the PERSONNEL facet of higher education news. 
further study of the stories r•evealed that another major news facet 
of h.igher education news was operating---that of ACTIVITY, Three 
exhaustive news elements under the ACTIVITY facet were developed in 
conjunction with the three PERSONNEL levels. Under the Student level, 
the three ACTIVITY levels were labeled Curricular, Extra-curricular and 
Other. The same terms were used under the Faculty-Departmental level, 
but not under the OSU-Admin.Lstration level, In the latter, it was 
necessary to use Administrative, Non-administrative and Other ACTIVITY 
levels, 
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At this point, the author had established two major news facets of 
higher education news stories: PERSONNEL and ACTIVITY, These, as shown 
later, comprised the two independent variables of this study, Each 
variable, at this point, comprises three levels of news, The PERSONNEL 
facet comprised Curricular, Extra-curricular and Other levels to be 
matched with the Student and Faculty-Departmental levels, Administrative, 
Non-administrative and Other levels were matched with the OSU-
Administration PERSONNEL level, 
Thus, the respondents .in this study were presented nine different 
kinds of higher education news to rate, That is, it required nine types 
of stories to incorporate all the possible combinations of the PERSONNEL 
and ACTIVITY facet levels o The nine types of stories, mor0e fully 
explained in Chapter III, were: 
1, Student Curricular 
2 o Student Extra--curr•icular, 
3 o Student, Other, 
4 o Facul ty-,Depar,tmental Curr.icular, 
5 o Faculty-Departmental Extra- c1.1rricular 
6, Faculty-Departmental Other 
7, OSU·-Administrat:ion Administrative 
8, OSU-Adm.inistr,ation Non-administrative 
9, OSU-Administration Other, 
With the two news facets and their levels decided upon, 
tentatively, at . least, the author' faced the task of operationally 
defining them and putti_ng the definitions to test to establish content 
validity" 
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A list of themes)'~ was prepared and submitted to 10 individuals for 
judging. The judges were given a set of operational definitions, as 
stated on pages 11 and 12, and asked to agree or disagree that a 
particular story theme contained the facet levels that the author· 
maintained it did. 
Judges were selected on the basis of the probability that their 
"type" might be included in the population of Stillwater, Oklahoma, the 
community in which the study was conducted. Some were students, one an 
administrator, one a housewife, one a professor, etc. Some were staff 
members at the university whose jobs were not academic. Some had 
children in college and all had different education levels. 
There were several disagreements with the way stories had been 
categorized, but in the majority of cases the judges agreed with the 
investigator's classifications. Some items were discarded on the basis· 
that the judges a.s a_ group did not think the item was categorized 
correctly. The items were discarded instead of reclassified because of 
the quanti.ty of stories available for study. 
The· list of themes was abstr1acted from a random sample of higher 
education stories from six months of Stillwater News Press issues. 
Following an analysis of the ju_dges' responses, 'the author was confident 
that the news facet levels were independent and had a high degree of 
content validity, 
f(See Appendix 'B for examples of themes used, 
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Operational Definitions 
Following <;ire the ope:t:'ational cl.efinitions of the different news 
facet levels submitted to the judges-,--and ultimate.l,y to the sample of 
readers---to rate: 
1. St1.1dent C1.1r>ricuJ.ar: Stories involving an individual or group 
performa.nce;..--past, present or future---
in the academic real,m of the total 
unive:rsity community. 
Examp:;t.es were stories about students 
involved·· in honors programs, winning 
scholarships, and events closely related 
to class.room instruction, s1,1ch as debate, 
theater guild, meats judging and soils 
judgfog. · 
2. Student Extra-curricular: Stories dealing with activities of 
individual students and student groups 
whic;:h were outside of the academic realm, 
but still related to college life. 
Examples were living groups events, hay 
rides, dances, picnics, sorority sings, 
Homecoming activities and many others. 
3. Student Qther: Designed to exhaust the fac;:et levels, this type 
· included news ite::ms which did not fit into 
the other two types, 
4. Faculty-Departmental Curricular: Stories referiring to the role 
of the professor in the classroom, 
departmental functions, research., 
publications and counseling of students. 
Examples were the naming of the 
.outstanding.teacher of the year by 
stucl.ents, publication of a book by a 
professor, scientific discovery through 
research activities and similar items, 
5. Faculty~Departmental Extra-curricular: Stories which, to some 
degree, took the man out of his 
professor's role and i>ut him in a slightly 
different situation. 
Examples we+1e speeches to civic clubs, 
work.within a civic club, election to 
political office, and participation in 
sports such as golf or tennis. 
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6. Faculty~Departmental Other: Stories involving special or 
unique activities that ·aid.not qualify for 
either of the previous types . 
. In classify;ing stories in the OSU-Administration cat.egory, 
attention was .Paid to different terminology, which had similar meani.ng 
but.dj,.ffered sJightly. 
7. OSU~Administration Administrative: Stories directly related to 
the school's image, or an action by the 
president or a representative of his, such. 
as a dean or a vice president. 
Examples included an announcement of close 
of classes for a day, OSU hosting special 
dignitaries, announcement of additions to 
physical.plant, announcement of policy 
cha.nges , etc . 
8. OSU-Administratiqn Non-administrative: Stories which removed 
the school and/or the administrator from 
normal occupational roles and to an extent 
detached them from campus activities. 
Speeches, appointment to a special 
committee, being quoted by the press on 
any and every subject, plus civic endeavors 
were included in this type. 
9. · OS!J,.Administ:rat:i.on Othe;r,: · Stories dealing with special or 
unique qualities which implied the 
"oneness of the situation," and did not 
fit the other two CSU-Administration typeso 
Questionnaire Preparation 
The next ste:p was to clip and.file the stories which would.actually 
be.used. Order of the items :for placement in the questionnaire was 
chosen at random. All 90 items were p,laced in a container, shuffled 
thorol+ghly and selected individually. A corresponding list was made to. 
serve as a key to the. order of the items as to what category each was 
mea;suring.1~ 
~See Appendi,c B, 
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A seven-point, bi-polar scale was devised for use with each item 
included in the study. :No numbers were placed on the scale in an 
attempt to redvce response bias. Each respondent received a set of 
inst;r,uctions with the questionnaire containing news items and, in those 
instructio~s, a scale appeared as described above plus numbers.* 
Below is an example of one of the 90 scale items appearing on the 
questionnaire. Essentially, all stories were reduced to the first two 
Ol;' three paragrapl;l:;,. The pumber "64" is the item's position in the 
questionna:ire, That number also is keyed to a list which tells what 
each item is measuring, This particular item comprises the Student 
Other news levels. 
An QSU student was reported 
in serious, but not critical 
condition in :the intensive· 
ca.re unit of 9t, Anthony's 
Hospital, Oklahoma City, 
today following a bead-on 
cri;ish Monday night on Boomer· 
Road, south Gf Husband, which 
sent three other students to 
to the University Hospital 
with minor injuries. 
Lex Frieden, 18 of Alva, 
a passenger sitting in the 
)'l1iddle of the rear seat of 
a car driven by James R. 
Risner Jr,, Oklahoma City, 
is said to have suffered a 
broken nee)<. 64 
most 
likely 
read 
least 
likely 
read 
Values ranging from 7 to 1 were attached to the response positions 
on the scale from left to right. The seven-point scale was chosen in 
order to give respondE;mts a bit more choice than the five-point scale, 
used often with children. 
The.scale devised for the purpipses of this study can probably 
best be dec:;cribed as a blend of a graphic rating scale and/or a 
Likert-type scale sc;, far as form is concerned. The graphic rating scale 
~-:see Appendix C. 
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is useq normally J:>y observers who are studying behavior patterns. A 
scale is devised that permit:;;; the ol;>servev. to reyprd behavior accordfog 
to a previo1,1sly asc~rtained definition. 'rhe scale is more priented to 
the i'espondenti. Subjects ar1e given several items and asked to respond 
to t;hem in terms 9f degre\9$ of agreement or digagreement: for example, 
( 1) stI'a:ngly c1.pprove, ( 2) ~pp:i;iove ~ ( 3) undecided, ( 4) disapprove, 
( 5) strongly disapp~ove. l 
In re.s~rd 'tq -:the use of rating scales, Kerlinger say:;;: 
·Rating sc;alee ar1:1 perhaps the most ubiquitous.of 
psycholo~,i.cal measl,lring instruments probably because 
they a,re $eeming;ly easy to construct and, more 
impo:t1tant, e9-sy and quick.to 1,1se. Unfortunately, the 
app&rant; ease of construction is deceptive and the 
ease of use car:ri~s a heavy price: lack of validity 
due to a number of sources of biaSi that enter into 
rating measures~ Sti;l.l, with.knowle.dge, skill, and 
care, ratings can be extremely valuc;1ble. 2 
Kerlinge:r also had this tQ!l .say about the statistiGal analysis of 
suchdc;1ta: 
Numerical :rating scales are perhaps the easiest to 
construct and 1,.11:i.e. They alsq yd.eld numbers that can pe 
diriectly .1.1sed in statistioal analysis. In addition, 
because. t.he numl:>ers may :represent equal intervals in 
the mind of the observer, they may approach interval 
measµrement, 3 . 
·As previot,1s.ly ment,i.oned, several choices of similar types.of news 
stories we:re available for this .study. Ten different examples of each 
· news element were used. .That means. that for each of the nine types 
1Clc;1ire.Selltiz, Marie Jahoda, Mo:i;iton Deutsch, Stuart W. Cook, 
Research Methods in Social ReJ,ations. Holt, Rinehart & Winston, New 
York, 1.959, p. $66 ~ 
2Fred N, Kerlinger, foundations of Behavioral Research, Holt, 
Rinehe.r"t and Winet;on, Inc., New York-~-1966, p. 5:).5. 
3Ibid, ~ p. 515. 
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. . 
the!'e were 10 storie:;l rancloml,y pl~ced on the pc1.ges of the questionnaire 
tl:lat ~ea~ur~d _the re9-cj.er's choice for one qf the types of news 
· · operationally ¢1:efiiled for thie study. In other words, under the levels 
Student-Cur:dcuJ.;~~, there were 10 ·different news items scattered 
throughout.the qu(;li;t1onnaire that contained the characteristics 
spe.c;i.f;i..ed in the operiational· definition for those levels. This was true 
. for a1i nine colribinations ·Of news levels.·• Eaeh pespondent,. then, 
. ·. ' . . .. 
jtldged 90 new~ 1t~ins. '· 
· Ea¢ll st9rywas.trimmeci c;1ei·much as ppss.ible in order to give the 
reader, th~ gisti but.not to force him to_spend an enormous.amount of 
. t:i,me re~ding items. 
SampJ,e of .·R~~pondents 
·· Consideration then tur~~d tO 1::he num:ber. of !'espondents wanted and 
· . .' ::· .· ... ·· . 
tl)~ tn:,~ of statistical analysis that would produce needed information. 
The communi~y. in which. the study Wc\lS co~ducted---Stiil,wate!',. Oklahoma---
comp:rised about 35,000 persons, F;i.fty to·60 per cent of its population 
were ehhe~ students, faculty, administ:r;iators O!' those c;,therwise 
employed P;Y' Okl.ahoma State tinivers:i,.ty: The !'emc';ining !'esiq.ents were 
employ~d in va:r;i.ous othe;r occupations. Na censll.s fi,guI'es weI'e available 
that WQ\l,ld ·I'ef leot · current :re13idents; due to the high !'ate of turnover 
witht~ th~ un~ve!'s.ity c;:onnnunity, Because most students had telephones 
. . . ' . . . . . 
in thei~ da!'mito!'y :poqms,. they cquld be coI1,ta~ted through that medium as 
. . . . 
eai::i~ly as·c,the:r types o:f $til.l,wate!' !'esid.ents, An equal interval !'andom 
• s,;1.mpJ.~ of 100. respotidents from. the J..oc~l telephone directo!'y was ch.osen. 4 
!.•-ror a mo!'e complet~ !iiscussion, see Sell tiz, Jahoda, De'Utsch & 
Cool.<,' op~C;tt;-· .pp~ 523.~ . 
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Therie were approximately 92 pages in the white P.age section of the 
November 1968 Stillwater telephone directory. Each page contained an 
average of about 160 names, including. businesses>as *ell: ·as:, fndividaals. 
Twenty.pages were drawn from the telephone directory at random. Five 
nameswere then. drawn from equal intervals on each page. The initial 
list of 100 respondents was enlarged to five names from each of 25 P.ages 
to give 25 reserve names with which to work. 
In drawing the sample from each page, every 16th name of an 
individual· was taken, the first name· bei.ng randomly chosen between the . 
first and sixteenth. When the sixteenth position was the name of a 
. . . 
business, the next individual's name below (or after) that listi.ng was 
taken. In only one instance did .that require reachi.ng over to a 
following page for t}:le fifth name. 
Actually, 21 names on the or.iginal list could not be contacted .or 
said they would not participate in the study. The followi.ng procedure 
was used in those cases:. the writer went.back to the page in the. 
telephone directory from which the original name was pulled and took 
the nearE;ist name below the original one and compiled a new list of 
replacements. An attempt was then made to contact the new person. 
The invest.igator contacted each person on the list by telephone 
before.the questionnaire ·was mailed to him •. This procedure probably 
helped reduce.the number of respondents who. did not return.the. 
questionnaire. 
In a further attempt to. increase the return of questionnaires, a 
30-second message was written to be read to each prospective 
respondent.* The·copy.was revised several times during the course of 
*See Appendix A. 
telephoni.ng each person. The message was a brief intr;,oduction of the 
investigator and a description of the project. Only th.1;,ee persons 
actually said "no" after hearing the message and being asl<!ed to 
participate. One hundred fourteen individuals said they would 
p<;J.rticipate in the study, but.only 83 actually returned·a completed 
quest.ionnaire. 
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,As soon as a person agre,ed to participate, the questionnaire was 
mailed to him with a stamped, self-addressed envelope in which he co1Jld. 
return the questionnaire. With the .excepdon of Saturdays, aJ,l 
telephoning was done in the evenings from about 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. Some 
persons had to be called as many as half-a-dozen times before they could 
be contacted, and this was not limited to students. Some were never 
reached, hence the required new list, 
Permission was granted the invest.igator to use the OSU Division of 
Public Information's name when calling. It was felt that this added 
some degree of authenticity to the request for assistance .. The 
envelopes and the stationery used also bore the name of the Division of 
Public Information and added further to its credibility as & legitimate 
study and not some attempt.to sell.the respondent a produ9,t .. 
Response Tabul,ation 
Tabµlation of returned questionnaire responses was done on·asneet 
divided into the nine types of news items.* Each type on the sheet 
contained the .number key of the different items that pertained to that 
classification. Each of the 90 story ratings was tabu],ated soon after 
*See Appendix D, 
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each questionnaire was returned. 
In effect, these numbers were indicants of the individual 
respondent's preference for various levels of education news, as those 
levels were represented by a specific news item. In other words, that 
individual's choice marked on the scale became a number that.was ui:,ed i:n 
a statistical formula designed to analyze those choices to determine if 
the variation in responses was significant. 
Variance and Factor Analyses 
A$ explained more fu:J,.ly in Chapter III and IV, this design ca],led 
for a factorial analysis of variance and factor analysis. The reasons 
are clear-cut. The structured news items, each containing two levels of 
higher education news, called not only for tests of the relative effects 
of single levels of news on reader interest, but with the effects of 
combining levels of news. 
Too, the author had little to deduce from past work in this are<;1, 
His theoretical foundations were nil and hypotheses were not drawn. 
Therefore, he required a factor analytic discovery-type approach, which, 
hopefully, would bring parsimony into a heretofore untread area of 
research. 
Consequently, there were five major analyses which will be 
expounded upon in the two subsequent chapters. They were: 
1. Test for relative effects of the PERSONNEL news facet levels on 
reader interest. 
2. Test for relative effects of the ACTIVITY news facet level on 
reader interest. 
3, Test for interactive effects of PERSONNEL and ACTIVlTY news 
facet levels on reader interest. 
4. Factor analysis of the common variance among the nine types of 
h.igher educatiop. news stories. 
5. factor analysis of the.common variance among the sample of 
readers. 
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CijAPTER III 
FINDINGS: A COMPARISON OF READER INTERESTS< 
IN VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF·. .· . . . . . 
HIGHER. EDUCATION NEWS 
As described in the precedi_ng _ch,apter, two ind,~penqent .va:riapies,:_ ...... 
c ~ .· . . . .. 
PERSONNEL facet and ACTIVITY facet---each was·subdivided in~o three 
levels. The ACTIVITY l~vel was · separated into CuI:'IJicul~flJ · E~tra;.;.·. 
curricular and Other. The PERSONNEL leveJ., wa,s divided ,int.o S·tudent, 
Facul ty-Department:al and CSU-Administration~ These le·v~i~ wer~ ~s~d to 
cat_egorize news stories about h_igher educ;ation for whi.ch respondents.·. 
.. . 
could indicate their readi_ng prefer,ence on a sev~n ... p.o"int :riatini sca,l.e ~ 
The score assigned to. a news i tern was pr7sumed. to be. an inc;l.icant -of 
reader interest---the dependent variable, 
A factorial analysis of· variance was then use.d. to an~lyze the data. 
collected. Several fundamental questions were ari.swe;!='~d, <by. the variance· 
analysis; 
Research.Questions 
The overriding question was: To.what extent, is Eriesunied; reader 
. ·' :· . \. ..... . 
.i· ·. 
interest affected by the different PERSONNEL and A.CT::CV:I'.I'Y · J.ev~J.s Q.eal,t 
I .1 .. _.·\, ·. . . 
with irinews stories about'higher educatioI).? . /· 
At this point; the rec;1der should be reminded (!)f'tn~.var.ious pha$eS 
of data used in computi_ng the factor;i.al analysis ~f v~ri.an¢e.. Fir$t;, 83 . 
persons each rated 90 news stories along a seven-point (ip"nti~uum from 
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"most likely read" to "least likel,y·read~" Each of the 90 stories 
concerned one of three levels of the.two independent vq:1ric1l>les: 
PERSONNEL facet and ACTIVITY facet. 
The following 3 x 3 arossbreak ilJ;u,strates. hPW. t:lle .lieveis of 
independent variables were juxtaposefi for. the fac;t,oxii~l.'.apc3.l,y$i1?. of 
variance. 
Student 
Curricular 10 
ACTIVITY Extra-
Curriicular 
Other 
10 
10 
PERSONNEL 
Faculty-
Departmental 
10 . 
10 
10 
. osu-
·A~mini,stratiqn 
· 10· . 30 
1'0 30 
10 30 
21 
30 30 · so.· 
T6ta1· 
90·ltems 
f.igur1e.1. Levels of Independent Variables juxtaposed to 
Illustrate Distribution of News'Items. 
The nu,mber ri10 11 in the, cells of Figure l, rep,:,eserits the number of 
stories ,the respondents rated which dealt; witl) a parti9µ;J.a.r,comb.ination 
. . . . 
of PERSONNEL and ACTIVJ;TY level. For example, the '';l.0° in the upper 
left-hand.cell simply means·that 10 of the 90 stpries riated dealt with 
Student Curriculc;l!' events. 
. ,·. . 
Over-all, then, the factorial analysis of va;iance aI).~lyzed 7,47.0 · 
. . . 
(83 x 90) decisions made by respondents. That is,,83 perso11s each. 
designated their degree of preference for 90 stories, whic;:h had various 
··: : 
levels of the PERSONNEL and ACTIVITY variables. 111:>uil.t C::i.nto'' •them; . 
Tests of Research Questions ·:· 
More specifically, the factorii:il analysis of '1'c(da~ce wa.e .d'?s}gned .·. 
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to answer three.major questions with the three tests discussed below: 
Test No. 1: Betwel;ln Levels of PERSONNEL. W~s there & significant 
difference between the interest shown by the 83 :respondents in f;!tories 
dealing with. the three different PERSONNEL·;J.evels of the un:i;ver~ity? 
Indicants of this inferred interest were the mean sc;.o:,:ies assj..gned.to the 
three groups of 30 stories, each pf which dea],.t .·with.a diffeJ:"ent 
PERSONNEL level, 
Figure 2 is similar to. Figure 1---the ~ml; difference. bei.n,g that 
mean scores rep.l,;a.ce the number of storiea·in the cells, F¢r example, 
the figure 3. 8 in the upper left cell repreS}ents the c:1:veria.ge .score · 
assigneo. by the 83 respondents to the 10 ~tortes dealipg with the 
Student Curricular events. The mean score 4.0 i'Q. the ~ido.l.e cel.l of the 
left column represents presumed reader interest in $tu.dent E~tra-
curricular stories, while the mean score 4.9 applies to.stories 
involving students engaged in activity "other" t~an that which ·the . 
author defined as Curricular or Extra-curricula,r .• 
PERSONNEL 
Faculty- osu-
Student Departmental Adm.inistra t ion 
Curricular 3.8 3.8 4.3 3.96 
ACTIVITY Extra-
Curricular 4.0 3.4 3.9 3 •. 7.6 
Other 4.9 3.9 4 .. 3 4.36 
4.43 ·3. 70 4. ;!. 7 4.04 
. ,' 
Figure 2 • Mec;1.n Scores Showi.ng Presumed ieadex- In~erest . 
Grand 
Mean 
The marginal mean score 4.23 in column No. 1,.then.~epr(;!sents the 
83 respondents' presumed interest in the 30 news items dea],ing with 
students. 
In this first test for differences &man~ preaumed reader interest 
in stories dealing with :PERSONNEL level13; the autho;r:, S(:1t out to .. 
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determine if there was a significant variation amon~ the tli,reemar,ginal 
column means: 4. 23 (Student); 3. 70 (Facu;t. ty-De:gar:tJneptal); and 4. '.!, 7 
( OSU-Administrat,i.1;:m). That is, he wapted to know if the ciiffe:rence 
among the three means was greateri than would };)e expected by chance or 
random fluctuation. 
Test No. 2: Between Leve;t.s of AQTJVITY. This test determined i:;f 
there was a significant difference in presume<;} rep.der .ini!:epest in news 
items dealing with Curricular, Extra,:-c;::urriGular an~ Otper levels of the 
. . 
ACTIVITY facet. Applied to Figure 2,.the cl,Uthor asked· if mariginal I11eans 
of the rows---3.96, 3.76 and 4.36---val;'ied s;ign;i.ficantly from ch('l,nce. 
Test No. 3: Interactive Effect of Inde:penoent VariabJ,es. Thus far, 
I 
the discussion has centered on how the different leveJ,sof the ?ERSONNEL 
and ACTIVITY facets affected presumed :reader intere?3t in the news items. 
The three levels of each facet or independent variable were looked at 
separately. In this third test for interaction, the effect of the three 
levels of each facet.will be looked a:tr jointly. In other wo:rds, did the 
effect of PERSONNEL facet levels depend on thei:r;• bein~ combined with 
some·level of the ACTIVITY facet? 
In a factorial analysis of var:i,ance, the inteJ;>act:i,on test simply 
analyzes the differences among the mean sco:wes in.tl;.e .;nine cells of 
Figure 2. 
To clarify for the reader, the inferred null hypothei;;isof the 
author's experiment states that all nine cell means of Figure 2 would be 
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approximately equal and hover) around the grand mean. 1 Discounting 
rounding error, the grand mean score of Figure~ ii; 4.04. It c0)Ilprises 
.the average. of the marginal mea~s which are: 4. 23, 3, 70, 4, 17, 3. 96, 
3.76 and 4.36. Putting it another way, the grand mean is. tbe average 
rating assigned to the 90 news items by the 88.respondents,. 
Now, if the marginal means were similar and h0vered;a,round the 
grand mean of 4.04, then the nine cells' means would be similar and 
also hover around 4.04. 
Visual inspection of Figure 2 shows t.hat neither the rparginal nor 
the cell means are equal. There isol;>vious variation. But is the 
variation great enough to constitute an inter>active effect of the 
variables on reader interests? 
For example, in Figure 2, stories dealing with the Student level 
of the PERSONNEL.facet were rated hj,gherby readers (mean scor1e 4.23) 
than Faculty-departmental ( 3. 70) or OSU-administration ( 4 .17). However·, 
as one·looks at the Student column of mean scores, he finds that the 4.9 
rating for stories invo:J..ving students in Other, activi-t;ies is 
considerably higher than the mean rati.ng for Stude~t Extra-curricular 
. (4.0) or Student Ourricular stories (3.8). 
A test for interaction would simply stqte: Jf the mean score 4.9 
is significantly greater than the.mean scores of 4.0 and 3.8, then the 
higher presumed reader interest in Student sto:t:1ies is due mostly to the 
fact that those stories also contain the Other- level of AC'l'IVITY. 
Test Results. Analysis of Variance Tc;1.b],e I is aimedat answering 
the questions listed above. For the pr€lsent, · conc~rn wUJ. be rest:dcted 
1For a more complete discussion, see D. K. Berlo, The Process of 
Communication. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1960, 
pp, 258-269. 
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to answering the three·questions posed· above.and r:epeated'];)el,ow. 
TABLE l 
. . . . . ... ·.' ·.· :· .. ··· .... · ..... ·. ·. 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE f\;.Rj\TIO TABl;it 
Sou'.rlce df SS 
·. p 
Personnel 
Levels 2 444 .• 91 ·. ?<;01··· 
Activity 
Levels 2 424,19 
: .·:· ·. 
. . . . . 
· 2.12 .• 09:·· · .. ·s,H' .<,01· 
,·· . . .. · 
Interaction 4 38:I.J:9· .·'. . 95:.~t·.····. 
. .. , . 
.· ~.30 .. ·· 
Within Groups 
Variance 82 3,364,lS 
. . 
. . 
The author hastens to point.· P\l:t that ii}. any'. a~c1.+ys.is of vat>iin¢e 
table, such as Tabl~ I, the key in:Eorm1;1,ttonis'the<l:..;!l'.'at.i.osu-pder the F 
column' 2 In Table. I' these ratiqs a:re ·s ~ 36' 5 .11 ,nd. 2 .So.· The 
F-ratios are obtained by dividi:nf.the With;i.p Gtoup's mean square .(rns) 
into· each of the experimental va:dan9es. The o:Pject of 1:Zhi$ experiment 
. . . 
---or any experiment---then, is to m.i.nimi?:e the wi:t;b,irt or e;ror variance · 
and maximize the experimental var.i,ance; This is what c;:l"ei!ites the 
larger F-ratio, which, in effect., me~i;is that .the ve.ric;>l.ls stimuli or 
treatments introduc;:ed to the r~spondents have diife:rent effects •. 
' I • ' ' • • • 
Spec.:i.fically, in this study, the author iought 'l;q ma,ximize 
differences among the reader .inte:i:1ests shqwm in: the thj:,ee PERSONNEL and 
ACTIVITY levels. But at the same time, he warite<;i .a :minimum of · 
. . . . . 
variation among the 83 respondents~·· rating~ 'of the 90 newe items. (Th.is 
2For a more detailed dh1cussion, see F. '~erlinger, :Fo~ndations ot 
Behavioral Research, New York: Holt, R~neha;t,t c!,ll<i. Wi:nl;lton, Irie., .--, 
1966, PR· 193~ 194~ 
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variation among the respondents' ratings·is what.constitutes within or 
The author now turns to the matter of answeri.ng the three que$tions 
previously posed~ using the F-ratios as criiteria: 
1. Did·stories involving different PE;RSONNEJ:i levels have different 
effects·on readers in termi:; of the;i.ri presum(:!d interest in them? 
The answer is yes. As shown in Table I on page 25 the F-ratio 5.36 
for PERSONNEL leyels means that the.pro;bability (p) of differences as 
large as those observed among the mean rati.ngf;I of stovies dealing with 
the three PERSONNEL levels would occur by ch~nce l.~ss than one tirne in 
100 (p<.01).3 
Again,, the author hastens to point out how· the p..:r,atic;i of 5. 36 for 
PERSONNEL levels was obta.ined and .what :i,. t me~ris in terms of the present 
/ 
work. 
Experimental variance·among the mean isco'res for PERSONNEJ;., levels 
was 222.45,.as shown.in Tal:lle I under the inean squa:i:ie (ms) column! The· 
within or error variance among the 83 respondents' ratings was 4:1,..53. 
The F-ratio was .obtained by dividing th~ error var;i.anc;e into the 
experimental variance, as illustrated b.elow: 
F-ratio·- · mean squa')'.'e: PERSONNEL levels-(222.45) 
mean square:· Within. groups' ( 41.53) = 5.36 
Now, 'what does this mean to a re.searcher or :gerson responsiple for 
dissemination of information about hlgher education, keepi_ng reader 
interest in mind? 
Referring back to F.igure 1, page 21, the rriea,n scores . or ratJ..ngs for 
stories involving PERSONNEL levels wer>e: Student, 4,23; Faculty-
3 . Op.cit. ,P· .153, 154. (Kerli_ng7r) 
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Departmental, 3.70; and OSU-Administration, 4,17. 
This simply means that the average reader of the Stillwater 
(Oklahoma) News Press shows significar,itly more interest .i.1+ stories 
' ' ' ' 
dealing with Students (4.23) and QSU-Administrat.ion (4.17) tl)an in 
stories dealing with Faculty-Departmental activities (3,70). Their 
. . . 
interest between Student and OSU-Administration sit;oriespr0bc1-bly does 
not differ much, if at all, 
2. Did stories involving di;fferent .ACTIVITY leivel$ have different 
effects on readers in te.rms of their pi>esu.med .. interei;;t in them? 
Again, the answer is yes. The ACTIVITY1evels' f-ratio of 5,11 in 
Table I means that differences as larfte as those observed among the 
ACTIVITY level mean scores would occli,r by chance J,ess tha.n one time in 
100 (p<.01). 
The ACTIVITY levels and their meq.n scores, as shown in figure 2 
ar>e: Curricular, 3. 96; Extra-curri.icµJ.ar, 3 .76 al').d Other, 4. 36, This 
simply mec;1ns that the average reader in the Stillwater population 
prefers higher education stories inv0lv,j.ng a.ctivitie$ other than 
Curricular or Extra-curricular, 
3. Did the effect of any PERSONNEL level irlVolved in the news 
stories depend on that J,evel b~ing combined with c:1-ny of the 
ACTIVITY levels? 
Thus far, we have seen that.the PERSONNEL Stvdent.and OSU-
Administration levels created more .intere$t tha.n·theFaculty-
Departmental level. Also the Othe:r;' ACTlVITY l,evel was.preferred over. 
the Curricular and Extra-curricular levels. 
The question i::; whether these ).evel$ "pulled theif' own.weight" in 
interest, so to speak, or did their inte:t'e;;1t tQthe reader depend on 
their combinc;1tion or interaction. 
Table I shows an interaction F-ratio of 2,30 which is significant 
;. ". 
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only at the probability level of ,10 (p<,10). This means that observed 
variation among the Cell means in figure 2 could occur by chance 10 
times out. of 100. These odds are too great for th.e author to feel 
confident of the interaction. 
However, inspection of F~gu:re. 2. seems w9rthwhile in pointing out 
where the tendency for interaction ex,;i.sts. The reader, will r>ecall that 
the figure 4.9 appear>s in the lower left; c~ll of the crossbreak. It is 
the mean score of all 90 respondents' p:l;'esumed ipte:r~i:;it .in·the 10 
Student Other news stories·used in this st4dy. The reader also will 
notice that~ mea;n score shows more d,;i.f~erenc~ from the grand mean of 
4. 04 than any of the other means appeci.ring iri. the. cross.bPeak. This is 
a further indication of a tendency of the P:f;RSONNEL .Level Stµdent to 
combine with the ACTIVITY level Othe:r; to produceniore effect than the 
levels could create on their own, 
The question is "What are the ~inds qf stori,es.wh~ch comprise this 
' ' 
category, thereby contributing to its t~ndeney to pull away from the 
grand mean?" The themes of all JO news sto:de1;1 11sed in mea~\,lring 
presumed reader interest Student Other news storiei;i are i':!S follows: 
;°'2. Students begin drive tcp :ra,i.$t;3 funds to buy cced. a wheel 
chair . 
4. Student caught after high speed auto chase 
10. Students retu:rnir1g to itqwn inc:r;eases traffic accidents 
19. Outdoor Campus.,-wide !=ftudent meeidng is orde::i;, ly 
29. Five students a]'.'rested on dope charg~s 
39. Crusade for Christ has ~ork day to ::i;,aise funds 
53. Iota Nu Sigma host:s insurance commissioners 
62. Student burglars. get hearing delc:1,y 
64. Student's neck broken in ~uto crash 
73. Studen.t knifed , somehow. 
Three examJ?les of the actual sto:des used in the qu~stionnaire will 
give the reader further ;information as.to the type of story which 
1,stories are numbered corresponding to appea::i;,ance in questionnaire. 
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.comprised this category. 
Story No. 2 concerned a drive by stMdel}ts·to·collect funds for·a 
wheelchair for a coed. It read: 
An Oklahoma State U~ive:ri;;ity freshman .. student, 
handicapped by polio. at ?lge sme, · is goJil~ 1=0. get a 
brand new- eleqtrically poweJ;ieQ. 'Wheel. chair if S<!lIDe .. 
Of her Classmates I plans ,WOt'k owt ~ 
Miss Susie Oxfo:rci, :1.9, fyom He-pryE;itta,, will get 
an early Christmaspreiijent f:r;iQm. he;ri fr~ende.in WElntz 
Hall, an OSU dormitory. · ·. 
Students have :been working. Cl;>I\ the ppoject fc:,r a 
few weeks and have .raised. jus't overi half of the needed 
$600. 
Story No. 10 dealt with j:'l;:le ijjipact Qf,student; drivers on the 
traffic situation of Stillwater, Ol<ilanoma~ the community in whichthe 
study was conducted. 
With approximateJ,y 8,000 additional cars in 
Stillwater, according to ·stathtic51 l<~pt by Safety 
and Security of OSU following the opening of cl.asses 
at the University, loCi;i,:j. po°iice were not at .all. 
surprised that the numbe:t;> of ac9~dent$·inve;st,i.gated 
duri_ng September doubled c;,ver Augµ~t ~ · 
As one official stated llwith 16, 5'00 st"Lidents it 
seems at times· that ea.ch of them has at .l~ast two cars!" 
Another example of the Student.Other category is story No. 62. 
A delay in the J?re.J,,im~ni:irY hearing of four 
Oklahoma State University students, on a chargE! Qf 
second degree. burglary, was requested by J:h,igh Co,tlum, 
assistant· state attorney_ gE!ri;eral, ;f'athet1 of one of the 
accused youths. 
The four were arrested in Janu.a:ry, accus~d of the 
theft of stereo.eq4ipment f:r()m automopi;l.es in Still,water. 
Five others were arrested on the ~i;iI)le cha:r:ige, with two 
other OSU students charged with receiving.of stol,en 
rnE!rchandise . · · · 
. . . ·. 
Two relatively common terms to. the journalistic p;['ofession m.ight be 
applied in describing the stories which.were_part .of thia category---
human. interest and "blood and guits," The puman ·. interest stopies would 
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be the ones which dea}.t with the .d.:rive to ~aise fq.nds. for th~ coed who 
needed a batter>y pOW~!'ed whe.el ~~air. , • th~. etµ(ieri:t :i.nfJUX Cql,.U;Ji.ng the . 
additional traffic: ~W'?ideni;s;. • , the .Campus Cr1;1sade· fp;r Christ. 
or>ganization having a, Wi:>rk day tP p~ise f\U'lQ!ii :.fo~ .its ~ctivities and .... 
,, . ·,··' .. ' . . . ,. 
the student insurance. m~j9:r;s ,host;nii the i:ltate ini;;uranc~ 'commissioners. 
The "blood and. guts" type storiei ~~xie 1:h~se wp,:i.~h 4ea.J;t: with .:the . 
student being knif~d ~ . -~esults Qf a~t~' a;cid~nts .•• ."th~ ~;rtudent .· 
"demonstriation" ln~eting hei~ OJ} the l;bt,~~y l~wn .... stui;lent~ be~.Pg 
ar>r>ested on dope chafg\\rs· .ancl, ... ~1tllt;t .~tot'Y abou.t· the student whc;, 
. . . . . .. . . . ·. ·' ··, . . 
attempted to elude the 3roca:l. poii~~ by out ~aei.ng. ;th~Iii in his 
automobile. 
Another> jour>n~J.,i~t;ic 't~r,m ~h,t :ts ~ometiine~ µsed.),n desc::ribi_wg 
some of. the news stories< which appeq.~~4. iri. 't;'h:i.S:· 64t_~go:ry .ts·. 
"sensationalism." It probab+y.wouJ:d,he$ynpriyt11QUS with the ~tories 
classified above ~s i,b;J.poq and guts'' type. 
. . . . . 
Who Another> questiOil c~m l;>e a$ked of° th~ Pat:egory St;\l~ent o,the:r: 
prepared the copy for most pf th~ items ~ompris;i._ng. the Oq.t_egoriy? Was it 
the Oklahoma State University publiq illformation office .or> some other> 
news agency? The a\ltho;r r~fer~. the rec;tdeI' t<;> tlle list. of the stqries 
compr>isi_ng this· ca'.l;eg1;>ry on. P,age 26 • The sto:r;,ies numpered 4, ;10, 19, 
29, 62 ,- 64 and 73 w~¥-e pX"epqrep ·.by th~-. ioca.l· ne~spFper. The remaini_ng 
stor>ies----2, 39, 53-~-w~re prepared an¢l distr.ibut~d by the N~ws Bl+r>eau 
. : . ' 
section of· Publi~ ,In{q~at;on, Okl.ahoma. Stat;e ~nivers;i:\;y. 
What does th.i$ mean?. · Th~ autl'lol" · s_ugg~f?ts ·. thc;tt the News Bur>eau of 
the university might want to co.nside!'. ,$:nq~easing ii;s oqtput of sto:r>ies 
which a.ppear>ed in this. pat~g.Qry t~.1;: wer, qf a pqsit.iv~ nature, It 
appears· to the autholl' that \pifii wo\lld be. ·b~neficii~l. . as a . 
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counterbalancing move to the obviou~.neg~tJve news whicb appears ii;i this 
category---namely dope onqrges against studen.ts, high.~peecl·auto chases 
and burglary cl,rrests, · 'l'he News Bureau apparently can count on t'pe local 
newspaper to cove:r the negative new$ aspects qf this category since 7 
of the 10 stor>ies .we:re wrttten by the editorial d~paritmental of the 
local paper. 
I,,ow Interest Stories 
. . 
. ' . . . . . ' 
How diq thtsStUdent Qthe:r.,cafegot:iy compare to sa,ythe category 
with the iowE;!st meap score'? The rec;1d~r is.refert'ed :back to Figure 2, 
' . . . .. . . : 
page 22, The: m!q.dle. cel_i of the 9rc.lssbreak conta.ips the mean score of 
3 .4, for the. Fc;:icult;y-D~p~rtmental Extra,.-cur.ricular news category. This 
figure represents th~ ·.p:resumed, int;erelirt of 83 r~aclers iri this type of 
news, The themes of the· Faculty71'.~pa;rtrnental Extra-curricular sto:des 
are as follows; 
t:n. Profess<;:ir ei.ected head of cihemical engil'leering group 
26. ·. Educat;;Lc;>n t1r1ofessor joins survey team · 
45 1 . C;i.vil tngine~ra have open house for new la,bor>atories 
50, 13iochemist lect\,i.res.at Geo:rgiaTech· 
55, . Si~ vaduate stu.d~?lts a:tte'Qd. meeting 
67, Managernent seminar slated forOSU 
80; Harrisberger speaks qt engineeringmeet;ing 
84. Lady p:rofessor apeaks to osu dames cJ,ub · 
86. OSU psychiatrist' i;alks to Rotariims 
8 8 • Artwork shown ·· in osu gallery; . 
An exampJ;ij of · the type story· u,sed · in the. category is. as follows.: 
. . . .-· •, . ' . ' ' . ' . . . '' . . . . 
D:r, Robert N. Maddox, professor and head of Chemical 
engineering;. O~li:lhoma Sta,te Uni,versity, has been elected 
trea9urer of the American Chemical Society's Di,visiop of 
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry. · The grc:rup elected 
Dr. Matlq.o~ for the 1968 term of office, 
Where q.id thes.e stor,ies ol;'iginate? Only. two of these stories were 
. . . 
;':The rea;der is tlemino.ed that the numbers of. these stories 
correspond t6 · the position ·the i:rtory occµpied in the qu¢stionnaire. 
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prepared by the local newspaper staff, The others.were provided by the 
university'$ New_s Bu:reau. _ 
Average ... J:nte,;-est Sto;t>ies 
What a.bout the other m~an. scores repre$imti_ng the remaini_n~ news 
categories? _- Visµcii,l ~l:>se,:,vatiori 'reflects that five of the remai.ni_ng 
cat_egories"".·~~stui;l:~nt Cur;!c'U;J..a~ _ ( :;1.8), Student E~tra.-cu:r:d.culari ( 4. O), 
'•. '' .. :' .. ·. •, .... 
Facul ty-Depar_trnenta,l. qut~icul?I' _ ( 3 ,_8); Faculty.-Deparitmep.tal Otqer ( 3, 9) 
and OS{J-Administx-atiol\ N9p. ... admi.nistrative' (3.9), .did not dif;fer too 
. greatly from the· .irand mean .(4 • 04l which SU!)pOI'i;S the F-ratio 2, 30 of no 
interaction presented in Table I, p_age .25, The OSU'--Administration 
Administr~t-ive. c~iagory (4.3) and. CSU-Administration Other category 
( 4. 3) did not diffell' s_ignUic&n'\:ly from the cit her categoriies nor the . 
. . , 
grand mean, al tho.ugh_ they -did differ sli~htly, None_ of these mean 
score:;:; shows· any_ tendency for,_ interacti.on. In oth_er worids, no mean 
score.of theae ~even gr9u:ps indicates that levels of the PERSONNEL facet 
combined with levels of the ACTIVITY fa.cet.to produce a: mean score 
significantly higher than the marginal mean. 
What is the source of th!= news sto:des which comprise the 
categories whose mean scores are below the grand mean of 4.04? The 
university News B~reau,provided 48 of the stories, the local newspaper 
.prepared eight, th~ qampus Reserve 0:fficers Training Cc;,rps Information 
Office preparied_ twq as· d;i.d Associated Pres. Consideririg a],l 90 news 
i;;tories, the unj.vers;i.ty'·s News ~ure,;:1-u provided 74 per cent~ the local 
newspaper prepared 20 per cent ~nd the ROTC Information-Office and. 
Associated Pres~ prod'Uc·ed six pe:r;i cent. All stories we:re published in 
regul.ar issues of the.daily Stil.l,wa.ter News Press. 
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Geriepal_Interest Stories 
. .·:· ·. ·: · ... <.··.:. ' .. .· 
'wha,t c,;3.n be s~~/:1;~' g~nera.J,. al)oi.it the presumed re.ade1;1 preference 
for e~uc~tion ri,ew1;1? .: q~pe agairt Jh,e rea~eri is referred to Figure 2 ~ P.age 
22 •.. No mean . sc6r$ appr~aGhes ·se;ep' . the hi.gh$~t possible mean 
preference. Also; 'the pnly. ,c~tegory rated noticeably i;ibove the grand 
.· mean is Student. Other with a meari . score of 4, 9, .Th.is· wo1.,1.ld . indicate 
that presum~d ~eader. p:r~efiente for·education newi;;, as operationally 
defined for t_hi~ stu~y/ is not high. .. This can pe illustrated ancr~her 
way by observing the''~i>aJd me.an. of 1-h04,'. ·. 'c-ompa:re this to th<;i mid-point. 
of the cont'i~uu~it tiseicl for the . fpt4dy and ppesumed reader preference for 
c111:7,4:70:_1eci.~siqris:£~lls}ight'·d6wn the;~fddleof the road, ·so to speak. 
·_·.·· s~mmary. 
·. ·.·. . . 
t;he "author ~ci.s q.,isqt,iss~d tl:le findi.ngs qf tne' 
··/{na1¥si"ii, :,.~f iy,'a.1;11.~pp~/.:t;_e'~t:s run ?n .the dat<;i collected from 8;3 
:.<._:f~~p~~4~pt·~\: :'J'h9s-~; tifap9rtdeptfi were ,asl<ed their pr-eference for 
· '.;'4it::F,¢rep'f {yp~s' 9f"t~µ~ation news as categorized anc;l operationally 
d7~in;,~d\\ ·T~cr i.nd~g~.ri~ent. ;a~iaples~~;._PERSONN.EL facet qnd ACT:CVITY facet 
:,;"-:.\,.\:·· 
'\\+>.'.+i~~fe.,:8,_uq~l~i<lid intq:t~ree level.s. Tes:ts.··were run between the groups 
,·. ··9:f'eacfr 1;$:V~f t,6.dei~:rimin,.e ~f the Th,ean · scores reflected a significant 
.... · .• : l·'. 
. . . . 
· :diff~,ren6e> _Also;: a,:'te~t was I'UI) .for lnteractiort amo_ng the two 
•. -~~-~ ¥<?-1>1~( ·+ev~:Ls . 
·. .· .... -·:, ·· ... :· 
. . :~>-" ·,:;·. :· ·. : .. 
: R,~•sultrf of :tJi~ '·fa:et.ori~l- analysis of variatjce, Table I, p_age 25 , 
. _:_i·Jtidicch~;th~\1:h~,.sicfr:i.es invo:J.ving the Student and OSU-Administration 
·._ ri~ws .we·r~· itir13'.£~1·t~J: ;o f~ctil.ty~Oepartroental pews. In the ACTIVITY 
facet, stories dealing with events other than Curricular or Extra-
curricular created most reader interesi:;. Both between groups variance 
tests were significant at the .01 probability level. 
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Although the F-ratios :;:;bowed a significant diffe:rience among the 
levels of the independent variables, the te:;:;t showed only a strong 
tendency for the levels to interact. What this means i::i that no one 
level of either PERSONNEL facet depended to a significant degree upon 
any level of the ACTIVITY facet for its presumed reader interest. 
As for what the data mean to public i,nformat.i,on officials, the 
author suggests that·mean scores.for the vario1.1.s news categories, as. 
well as the grand mean, indicate that r~cidership of education news is 
not high. The author suggests that consideration ought to be given by 
public information officials in higher education to producing more 
stories that contain elements of positive type news found in the 
Student Other category. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS: COMMON VARIATIO~ AMONG HIGHER EDUCATION 
NEWS CATBGORIES AND READERS 
In Chapter III, the author discussed the variance arriong the va;rious 
levels of the two independent variables. The question dealt with how 
the criterion variable---presumed reader interest---was effected by some 
or all of the independent variable levels. 
The present discussion of factor analysis deals with the agreement 
among the varL,;1.bles and respondents, rather than the differences. 
Factor analysis was used in this multivariate ~·esearch to determine 
to what extent the news cat_egories and individual;:, covaried, positively 
or n_egatively. It revealed common. characteristics amo_ng the categories 
and individuals. Or, to put it another way, the factor analysis 
revealed which of the variables had what amount of variance in common. 
This, in essence, told how things went tqgether in the real world. The 
result was a more manageable set of concepts than the variables 
provided individually. 
Kerlinger explains the concept more succintly: "If two or more 
tests are substantially correlated, then the tests share common 
variance. They have common factor variance. they are measuring 
something in common." 1 
1Fred N. Kerilinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research, Holt, 
Rinehart·and Winston, Inc .. , New York7 1966, p. 651. · 
3!5 
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What Kerlinger was saying is that factor analysis makes for 
scientific parsimony. If the scores of severaldifferent tests show 
high correlation, then those scores·can be added together. If three 
tests measure the same thing as. sh; tests, then why not use three tests 
instead of six? Factor analysis, tpen, decreases the number of 
variables with which the scientist must cope, It is a way of getting 
the most for the least, so to speak. 
Factor analysis was especially useful in this exploratory study, 
because of the author's limited theoretical foundation and lack of 
hypotheses. 
The study called for two different factor analytic desig~s. The 
first was the R-design2 which asked: What are the relationships of the 
various independent variable levels (news categories) to one another? 
The raw data for the R-design were the rating scores that all 83 
respondents gave to the 10 storie:;; involving each of the 9 independent 
variable levels. For example, what was the average score of the .83 
respondents for the 10 stories involving the PERSONNEL Student Other 
level? The scores for each level were then intercorrelated. This, in 
essence, showed to what extent each level of the PERSONNEL and ACTIVITY 
variables related to each other. 
The .second factor analytic design was the Q-design, 3 · Rather than 
asking what news categories went together, the Q-design asked which of 
the 83 respondents went together. In other words, were there different 
2For a more complete discussion see R. B. ·cattell, Factor Analysis, 
Harper Brothers, New York, 1952. 
3For a thorough discussion see William Stephenson, 
Behavior, University of Chic.c;3.go Press, Chicago, Ill., 
The Study of 
1953. 
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clusters of respondents who had similar interests in certain types of 
higher education stories? If so, what kinds of stories were they? That 
is, what cat.egories of higher education news were interesti.ng to what 
kinds of people? 
It should be pointed out here to the reader that although 83 
respondents returned completed questionnaires, only 75 were factor 
analyzed due to computer programming limitations. E.ight respondents I 
answers were randomly deleted, 
R-Abalysis of News Categories 
As shown in Table II, the author found three factors or types of 
independent variable levels, which he refers to as hews categories. 
Each coefficient in the table represents the correlation of the 
respective news category with the type. for example, in Type I, the 
Faculty-Departmental Curricular news category (Row No. 4) correlated 
.74 with Type I news. These coefficients are called factor loadings and 
can range between -1.00 and +1.00. 
The underlined coefficients in Table II shows which news cat.egories 
fall into each type. The h.ighei;;t coefficient in each of the nine rows 
of figures are underlined. Notice, again, that the .74 in Row No.·4 is 
underlined because it is the highest coefficient in that row and belo.ngs 
to the Type I news. Notice, also, that the coefficients ·, 39 for 
Faculty-Departmental Extra-curricular stories; .26, OSU-Administration 
Administrative; and .27, OSU-Administration Non-administrative news 
categories associate most.with Type I news. This simply means that 
these four categories correlate more with Type I news than with any 
other type. 
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TABLE II 
ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX OF TYPES OF NEWS CATEGORIES 
I II III Common Factor 
Variance 
Student Curricular .24 .00 .29 ,14 
Student Extra-Curricular .22 ,26 ,79 . 74 
Student Other .02 · .98 .13 .98 
Faculty-Departmental 
Curricular .74 .04 .25 .51 
Faculty-Departmental 
Extra-Curricular .39 -.00 .29 .24 
Faculty-Departmental 
Other .26 .09 .29 .22 
OSU Administration 
Administrative ,26 .15 .22 .14 
OSU-Administration 
Non-administrative .27 .10 .26 .15 
OSU-Administration 
Other • 27 .27 ,19 .18 
Type I News 
The question is "What is Type I news'?" The underlined 
coefficients point to a mixture of Faculty-Departmental OSU-
Administration type. But more specifically, Type I news is Faculty-
Departmental Curricular news, for the most part. The rationale for this 
reasoning is that the coefficient .74 is strong on Type I news. If the 
reader scans Row No. 4 of Table II,he finds that Facultj-Departmental 
Curricular stories correlate .04 with Type II news and .25 with Type 
III. These coefficients are considerably lower than the .74 correlation 
39 
with Type I news. 
To .simplify, suppose.the head of the .News Bureau at Oklahoma State 
University were interiested in decreasi_ng the variious kinds of news 
originating from his office. Perhaps he. has a small staff, we.ighted 
d9wn with writi.ng stories about so many aspects of t~e univerisity that 
none of the stories is done well. 
Ye~, he .wants to make sure he does not.curtail any type of story 
tha~ seems to have a distinct interest index. Put another way, he wants. 
to kn9w·if he can serve his readeris' preferences with less than nine 
differient categories of news listed in this study. 
Factor:- analysis of the scores.for the nine news categories 
indicates he can. Three cat.egories of news seem to explain most of the 
variation in interiest that readers showed for all nine categories. 
Stories involving Student Otheri, Student Extra-curricular and Faculty-
Departmental Curricular .news cat_egories showed a high degree of variance 
in common with the. other six news cat.egories. And they represent three 
fairly independent factors. 
The common factor variance colurpn of Table I, page 38, shows the 
significance of these three types of news more clearly. Take Row No. 3 
---Student Other---for example. The-figure .98 at the far right means 
that·stories involving Student Other news shared 98 percent of variance 
in interest that was shown in all the other news categories. So, in 
terms of serving reader interest, the.head of the News Bureau could do 
an adequate job with only Student Other stories. 
However, the Student Extra-curricular and Faculty-Departmental 
Curricular stories should nqt be n.eglected, since they share a fairly 
high common f~tor variance with all other news categories. Student 
Extra-curricular has 7i.+ per cent variance in common with other news 
categories, while Faculty-Departmental Curricular stories share 61 per 
cent, as shown in Table II,page 38, These three types of stories, on 
the average, share a 78 per cent variance with the six other types of 
stories (.74 + .98 + .61 I 3 = .78). 
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Further, in looki_ng at the three remaining coefficients that make 
up Type I news, one finds there is a "mixed allegiance," so to speak. 
For example, although the Fac'ulty-'Departmental Extra-curr0icular stories 
are most associated with Type I news (.39), they also correlate with 
Type III news at .29. The other two news categories in Type I also show 
"mixed allegiance," 
Therefore, the author feels the most parsimonious characterization 
of Type I news is Faculty-Departmental Curricular. 
Type II News 
This type is a "pure" Student Other type news, The Student Other 
stories correlated .98 with this type and only .02 with Type I and .13 
with Type III news. 
Type III News 
Less clear-cut than Type II, this third type of news is best 
characterized as comprising Student Extra-curricular stories. This 
type of story shows the highest correlation with Type III (, 79), with 
considerably smaller coefficients of .22 and .26 with Types I and II, 
respectively. Notice that the Student Curricular and Faculty-
Departmental Other stories also are most associated with Type III news, 
but they show "mixed allegiance" to Type I stories, correlating with 
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them .2!.J. and .26, respectively. 
Summary of News Types 
Relati.ng this study to the principles of R-design analysis, the 
author simply was tryi.ng to determine which ·of his nine categories of 
news were most similar in terms of degree of interest they had for 
readers. In ether words, whi,q:h -. higher education news categories 
explained the most variance among the scores ass.igned to all nine 
categories? 
At any rate, the author concludes, within the limitations of this 
study, that Student·curricular, Faculty-Departmental Extra-curricular, 
faculty-Departmental Other, OSU-Administratfon Administrative, OSU.,. 
Administration Non-administrative and OSU-Administration Other stories 
could be decrea::;;ed without too much dis-service to the reader. The 
author wol,l.ld caution. that these types of stories should not be 
eliminated altogether, the reason being that, although they are present 
in one of the.three types of news mentioned, their loadings are weak. 
This means the varying interest in these types of stories may be 
peculiar to them individually. 
Q-Analysis of Types of Readers 
Thus far, we have been concerned with types of news that cluster 
together. This section on Q-analysis will factor out the types of 
readers found in the study. 
Some of the que$tions asked will include: 
1. Are there different types of readers who think alike in 
terms of what types of higher education news stories 
interest them? 
2. If so, what are the characteristics of these commonly 
valued news stories? 
3. How can these different types or clusters of reader,s 
with common interests be described from the demographic 
standpoint?;'~ 
Table III is a partial rotated factor matrix for three types of 
readers isolated by the factor analysis of individual responses. The 
underlined coefficients simply represent the readers who correlated 
most highly with each type of reader. The complete factor matrix is. 
found in Appendix F. 
TABLE III 
ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX OF TYPES OF READERS 
I II III Common Factor 
Variance 
3' .92 -. . 07 -.02 .85 
5. .37 -.26 .73 .73 
6. .95 .20 .09 .95 
13. -.15 -.05 .73 .55 
19. .96 ... . 05 ,12 . 94 
21. ,98 -.07 -.02 .97 
27. .36 -.34 . 72 0 76 
45. .94 ,03 -.06 .89 
46. -.13 .34 .77 .73 
47. .21 .30 .79 .76 
57. ,14 .89 -.11 .82 
68. -.29 .88 .,. .08 .87 
75. -.01 .94 .30 .98 
79. .96 .07 011+ .96 
First, the author will present a short profile of the particular 
type of rec1.der, followed by more specific de:;,criptions of his .age, 
family, readi.ng habits, occupation, education and types. of higher 
education news in which he has the highest and lowest interest. 
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1,The . reader is referred to the second pc;i.ge of Appendix C for types. 
of demographic data collected in this study. 
Ty:pe I Reader: Student Other 
Type I comprises 51 individ1,1als who-,---more or less---clustered 
t.ogethe:r as they ranked the 90 different news items, In other words, 
they showed a similar pattern in rating the news items, 
There was little doubt what to name this reader type. Five 
individuals who best represented this type (correlated most highly with 
Type I) indicated a preference for Student Other news stories, Reader 
No, 21, who. correlated the highest with Type I ( . 98}, as shown in Ta.ble 
II, page 42, gave a 7 rating (most J.ikely read) to 8 of the 10 Student 
Other stories. Only one other category---Student E:x:tra-curricular---had 
as many as five stories rated 6 or 7, 
This reader was the youngest, had the fewest children, the least 
education, tended to be male and primarily comprised students. Three of 
,the five persons most correlated with this type were undergraduate 
students. The most representative of the type---Reader No. 21---was an 
under.graduate at Oklahoma State University. 
But more specifically, what are some of.the characteristics of the 
Student Other reader? His age ranged from 18 to 75, with an average of 
29. He is predominantly male and has .84 children. One reader had six 
children; 32 did not have any. Only 10 per cent of Type I readers had 
children in college, but 70 per cent plan on sending their children to 
college. 
What newspaper did the Student Other type.read most thoroughly? 
They were divided between the Stillwate:i;:' News Press and the Daily 
Oklahoman, Thirty-four per cent said they read the News Press most 
thoroughly and 30 per cent read the Daily Oklahoman. 
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The top five readers in the type read the Daily Oklahoman most 
thoroughly by a three to two count. R!:!ader No. 21 read the Daily 
Oklahoman most thoroughly. 
How much time did Student Other readers spend with their favorite 
newspaper? The average·was 30 minutes daily, Five readers said they 
spent as much as 60 minutes reading their newspaper while the lowest 
f.igure was 15 minutes. 
What are some 9f the occupations of Student Other readers? Of the 
five individuals who are most like the factor, three of them are 
undergraduate students, on1;1 a newspaper agent, and one a policeman. 
Respondent No. 21, the most representative, is an undergraduate student, 
What is the education le~el of the .Student Other type? The group 
< 
average is 13.5 years, ranging from 8 to·20 years. 
What are the news stories that Type I individuals ranked h.ighest 
and lowest? This discussion will be limited to items ranked either 6 or 
7 for high, or 1 and 2 for low. Reader No. 3 rated more items high in 
the Faculty-Departmental Curricular than any other. The category he 
rated ,lowest was Faculty-Departmental Extra-curricu:J_ar, He rated 8 of· 
those 10 stories either 1 or 2. 
Reader No, 6 stro.ngly prefe:r;>red , the Student Other category by 
ranking six of the stories either 6 or 7, He strongly rejected items 
appearing in Faculty-Departmental Curricular and Faculty-Departmental 
Extra-curricular. He rated 7 of those 10 stories a 1 or 2, 
Reader No. 45 preferred the Student Other and Student Extra-
curricular categories over all other types. Hi~ strongest rejection 
was for the Faculty-Departmental Curricular stories. 
Reader No. 79 was interesting from the point that he preferred only 
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one type of story and stro.ngl.y rejected almost all others. For example, 
he rated 7 of the 10 Student O~her stories as high as possible (7), and 
gave at least five stories in each of the other eight categories 
ratings 1 or 2. In the Student Curricular and Faculty-Departmental 
Extra-Curriculi;lr categories he rated 8 of the 10 items either 1 or 2, 
Reader No. 21, the most representative Student Other reader, showed 
a strong preference for the Student Other stc;,ries by rating 8 of the 10 
items as high as possible (7). In addition, he rated five stories in 
the Student Extra-Cul'.'ricul.a:r categc;,ry.either 6 or 7. He was equally 
consistent when it came to ite~s he rated either 1 or 2. A total of 24 
items were rated this low and four Sto:ries in each of three categories 
---Student Curricuiar, Faculty-Departmental Curricular and Faculty-
l)epartmentiil Other---he rated low. 
Type II The Passive Reader 
' .fl 
This reader type, comprising 11 persons, was characterized by the 
inability to decide just what category, if any, he preferred. Generally, 
no category appeared to be the c;t.ec;1.r-cut favc;::,rite of this group and 
fewer stories were rated 6 or 7 by representatives of this type than by 
the other two types. One general tendency of this type was that of 
rejecting the Student Ex,tra-curricular stories. 
The Passive readers were the oldest, had more children than 
Student.Other rec;J.ders, tended to be male and were relatively diversified 
as to occupation. Of the three most represe~tative Passive rec;J.ders, 
shown by the underlined coefficients in Table II+, one was a graduate 
student, one an accountc;J.nt and one was a professor. 
Theaverage educatio11 lev1;:l was almost two years higher than Factor 
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I, but no higher than Factor III. 
And now for the more specific characteristics of Passive readers, 
For example, the average age was 42. That is 13 years older than 
Student Other readers. In addition, there were only 11 Passive readers, 
compared to 51 in Student Other. 
Passive readers tend to be male. Only three were femaJ.e, They 
differ from Student Other readers in that they have more children (1.27 · 
to , 84) and plan to send more of those children (. 90 to • 70) to college. 
Passive readers said they read the Daily Oklahoman inore thoroughly 
than they did the Stillwater News Press. twenty-seven per cent 
indicated the Daily Oklahoman was the newspaper they read and 18 per 
cent favored the News Press. Considering the most.representative 
Passive reader. No. 75 •· it was the saine case as with Student Other. The 
person most like the factor pead the newspaper rated second by the group 
as a whole, In other words, the majority of Passive readers read the 
Daily Oklahoman, but the person most representative of the factor read 
the Stillwater News Press most thoroughly. The average reading time for 
the Passive reader was 31 minutes. The maximum amount of time a reader 
said he spent reading his newspaper was 60 minutes and the lowest was 
15 which was the same for Student Other, 
The occupations of the most representative Passive readers differed 
from those of Student Other. The three.persons most representative of 
the Passive Type are a graduate student, an accountant and a professor. 
The professor was the most representative. The underlined coefficients 
for these individuals are shqym in Table III,· page 42 ~ The demographic 
data shows that Reader No. 57 wa;s a graduate student completing 
requirements for tqe doctor's degree. Reader No, 68 was an accountant 
who.held the l;:>achelor's qegree. Re~d~r No, 75, the profef'3sor, held 
the doctor's dE)g!."ee and was.retired. 
The average education level of Passive rei;i.der was '.l.5.4 years, 
nearly two yea~s above that for Student Other, Only one me~ber.of the 
factor had not had some college or ·advanced. trainir1,g. 
What i:,tories qJq the mc;,st representative Passive readers prefer? 
Reader No. 57 was most interested in Student Other and osu .... 
r 
. . 
Administrat;ipn Admiriist.rative stories, , The stories he ra,ted lowest 
were in the Student t~tra-c;urricular c~t.egory. 
. . . . . 
Reade:r No, 68 q.ppa~entl.y wai.s not i:i, rec:1,der of news abol.lt higher 
education. The only two .s1;o;p.i.es he rated high were in the Facµlty,-
Departmental txt:r;,a,.,-currii:;u;l.ar category, Th~ stories he ranked low 
were quit~ different. In .evei;'y C>thE;?r catE)gory, this individual ranked 
at least· 5, anq, ~e many a~ !;! e>f 10 stor,i?s as low a:;; ~ or 2. Be rated 
9 of 10 Student Bxtra..-curricular stories as· "least likely read." Five 
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categorie1;, had seven stc;>riea rated l ori 2 and th.ere were two categories 
with six ~tories rat~d that low. 
Reader No, 75, the most representat.j:ve of the Passive reader, 
could be oonside:red ~ust the .opposite. Instead of rating several 
categorier;; low, he rated the1I1 high. For example, he :r•ated five stories 
in the Student Other cq1.tegory, si~ stories in the.OSU-Administration 
Adminh:trative, (:ieven stor.ies in tbe OSU-Ad.ministration Non..,. 
administrative and si~ in OSU-Administration Other as high as 6 or 7, 
The only category he rejeot~d to any degree Wqs Student Extra-
curricular, in which he rated t.wo stories 3. 
This repriesentativ~ re!ld.er 's. behavior might seem conf1,.1.1,dng at first 
glance. Bow could he be representative qf a type of readers and, yet, 
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rate most types of stories high while the other readers rated them low? 
The point is that ReadeD ijo. 75 vari~d systematically from other readers 
in the type, ln .other words, his interests correlated with all other 
readeris in the type, hl,lt .his ,interests were higher. As a hypothetical 
example, the other.:readers might rate three stories 1, 2 and 3, while 
Reader :No. 75 rated them 5, 6 and 7. 
Type III All~around Reader 
I 
Type III wa~ the on],.y crrie wb,ic}:J. tended to be female. Actually, 
half of t~e 12 readers who formed the type were female. Type III had 
slightly more educatiqn than the Passive reader and twp years more.than. 
the Student Oth~r, but war,: you.nger and had the same number of children 
as the Passive rec:ader. Type III appeared to be made up of older persons. 
and younger :persons with few middle aged individuals. For example, the 
ages of the four most J;"e:presentative All-around ;readers are 18, 1~, 61 
and 69. Two are unde,rgraduate .students and. the othe:r two are retired. 
The All-around :r;eader appeared to hq.ve oifficulty decidfog what 
type of education ~ews he iiked best. Eaph of the five representatives 
of the type.appeared to have rated severaJ,. items in several categories 
rather high. 
The· All-around readers cl.iffered a. good deal from the Student Other 
and Passive read,ers. Average age was 37, They had about the same 
number of children as the Passives (1.21;! to 1.27) and considerably more 
than Sti..ident Other ( 1. 2$ to • 84). . Member.s c;,f this All-around type 
appeared a .. bit. hesitant to say they woulo. send their children to college. 
In addi ti9n, a . q.ifferent newspaper came into the picture for this type .. 
---The Tusla Wp:rld. Twenty-c:;me per. cent of the All-arovnd readers said 
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they read this paper most thoroughly, But the Stillwater News Press 
had its strongest readership w~th this group, 4q per cent, Also, the 
representative All-around reader indicated he went with the majority by 
reading the News Press. Jt should ];,e noted that this pattern was 
reversed in the t'y,o preceding types of readers. 
As a group, All-arounds read their preferred newspaper 28 minutes 
a day. Again, the.maximum was 60 minutes apd the minimum 15; 
Type III ::t;'eaders differed significantly from the other two groups 
in that the typal representatives were not employed, Two were 
undergraduate students and two were retired, The average education 
level for the group was 15. 6 years, For the typal representatives i.t 
was :1,.3. There was an interesting di;fference in ages among the typal 
representativi;:s also. The two retired persons were both past 60 and the 
two undergraduate students were both 18. 
As to the stories these'typa], representative$ rated highest, 
Reader No, 5 had tl:wee ;preferences--Student Extra-curricular, Student 
Other and OSU-Administration Other. His lowest two categories were 
Faculty-Departmental Curricular and Faculty-Departmental Extra-
cur0ricular, 
Reader No. 13 actually rated all categories quite high. His 
highest three were Student Curricular, Faculty-Departmental Other and 
OSU-Administration Non-,,administrative. His only law category was 
OSU-Administration Administrative. Actµally, this person rated more 
than 50 stories as high as 6 or 7, 
Reader Na. 27 rated three categories high---Student.Extra-
curricular,.Student Other and OSU-Administration Other, Faculty-
Departmental Curricular was rated lowest by No. 27. 
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The All-around reader representative was Reader No, 46 9 a retired 
nurse, She rated about 50 of the 90 it~ms 6 or 7 on the continuum. The 
most preferred category she rated as OSU-Administration 
Non-,-administrative in which she '!I)arked 9 of 10 items 6 · or 7. ·In 
addition, she rated 6 of 10 items in four other categories as high as 6 
or·7, Those categories we:re Student.Curricular, Faculty-Departmental 
Other, QSU-Administration Administrc;itive and OSU-Administration Other, 
In only two cases did this person rate any story as low as 3. One was 
in Faculty-Pepartme.ntal Extra-curricular and one was. in OSU-
Administration Administrative, 
Summary of Rea.der Types 
Of the 75 respondents' scores that were analyzed, there were three 
clusters formed,, Those inclividual's preferences for different types of 
news stories and de!)log;l'.'aphic data about those individuals were studied 
in an attempt to name the .three factors, Fifty-one persons formed one 
of the factors, 11 comprised another and .12 another. 
Factor I, the largest, was not difficult to name. Its readers 
obviously preferred the Student Other category of news, It was by far 
the youngest, had fewer children, less education, tended to be male.and 
pr.imarily comprised students. Readers in this factor preferred the type 
of news described earlier as "blood and guts" or "sensational" news, 
with some "human intere$t" interspersed. 
Factor II, with eleven members, had to be named 11 Passive reader." 
This was caused by their inability to decide for any category, No news 
category appeared to be favored strongly by this group, Student Extra-
curricular stories were uniformly rejected by the group. 
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Passive readers were the oldest, had more children than Student 
Other readers, tended to be ~ale and were diversified as to occupationo 
The aver.age. educational level was two yec;l.:r;'S highe:r:' than Student Other 
readers but ·nq h.igher tqan Factor IIJ readers. 
Type III readers were named All-aro~nd readers. The name was 
caused by the factor's meJJ1bers being unable to dec;.ide what news stories 
they preferred best. They seem~d to like several cat.egories well, Five 
representatives of the type rated m~my items in several categories 
rather high. 
All-around re<?-der tended to be . female, had sl.ightly more· education 
than Passive reader and two years more than Student Other. In addition 
All-around reader had more children and was older than Student Other but 
younger than Pas~ive. Also, Type UI appea.red to be made·up of older 
persons and younger persons with few middle-aged.individuals. 
Althou~h the demograpqic data qollected in this study is presented 
rather extensively, it did not contribute s.ignificantly to 
differentiati.ng between factors, · Age possibly was the mpst s.ignificant 
difference'between Type l, Student Other, and the remaining two types. 
Type II, Passive, showed the. greatest diversity from other types in 
occupation. Type III, All-around reader, differed from the other two by 
bei.ng mostly female. The demographic <lata were part of the study' s 
design to determine if any aspect would contribute to the separation of 
the categories. Appa;r>ently, t'Jle pews cat.egories· themselves provided the, 
best basis for the three factors. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
For this study~ two independent variables---PERSONNEL facet and 
ACTIVITY facet-.,..-were subdivided into tl:).ree levels each. PERSONNEL 
levels were Student, F&culty-Departmental ·and OSU-Administration. 
ACTIVITY levels were Cur:r;'icula:r, Extra-curriculq.r and Other for 
Student and Fac::ulty-Deparitrpenta], cq.t_egories and Administrative, 
Non-administriative and _Otheri fori OSU'-Administration. The latter three 
terms we:re considered synonymous with ,the Curricular, Extra-curricular 
and Other levels. 
These variables were derived f:rom an extensive study of published 
news stories t;hat dealt with vario.us 9-Spects of univerisity life. The 
very first riequirement for possil;>le use in the stu_dy was that the storiy 
had to pertain to either a student, professor or an administrator. 
Furither study of the stories determined that mutually exclusive and. 
exhaustive categories could b_e established by consideri_ng what the 
principals of the sto:ry were doing. 
Themes-of stori~s appearing in the Stillwater News Press were 
abstracted and cate~orized by the author. A complete list of these 
themes was then submitted to lO judges who werie a~ked to agree or 
disagree with the categorization; Following the judging, the authori 
randomly seleeted 90 stories whose themes had been judged as properly 
categorized. 
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These stories were placed at rci.ndom in a questionnaire submi.tted 
to Stillwater, Oklahoma readers, selected at random from the local 
telephone directory. Eight;y-three ipdividuals returned completed 
questionnaires whose responses were tabulated for factorial variance and 
factor analysis. 
$1,1mmary of Analysis of Variance 
The reader is referreq. again to Table I, page 25, which shows the 
F-table, theresult pf the analysis of Vc;:l.riance. This analysis shows 
that the between groups variance for stories in the C1,1rricular, Extra-
curricular and Other categories was statistically significant. Also, 
the table shqws that the l;>etw$en, groups variance for Stuclent, Faculty-
Departmental and OSU-Admiµ.;i.strat;i.on was significant. The F-ratio (5o36) 
for the PERSONNEL facet levels means that tl").e lihilihood of 
that high of a figul'.'~ ocpurring by chance was less than ;1 in 1000 The 
ACTIVITY facet level F-'l;'atio (5.11) also was atatistically significant 
at the .01 probability level, 
What these F-·ratios mean is that the dependent variable---presumed 
reader interest---was respc;mding more to some of the PERSONNEL and 
ACTIVITY levels than to others. The variance among the means in Figure 
2, page 22, was more than random fluctuation. The mc1.rginal means of 
Figure 2, page 22, show that the Student and OSU-Administration PERSONNEL 
levels (mean score$ 4.23 and 4.17) and the Other ACTIVITY level (4.35) 
created substantially more interest thin the other variable levelso 
The F-rE;1.tio for interaction ( 2. 30) in Table I was not statistically 
significant. WhE;1.t this means is that the various levels of the 
independ~nt variab],.es did not rely on each other> to gq.in reader interest" 
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In other words, the :PERSONNEL level of Student did not·have to depend 
upon behig combined with the ACTIVITY level of Curricular ( Student 
Curricular), to. gain its reader interest. 
The reader is reminded that the mean scores in the.various cells 
of Figure 2 support the analysis of variance finding of no significant 
interaction: None of the mean scores moves significantly away from the 
grand mean of 4.04 for all items. The only combination of variable 
levels which shows any interaction tendency is the one in the lower left 
hand corner, Student Other (4.9). 
The mean interest scores also show that the preference for the 
various types of education news i 9 low, even within the Stillwater 
community where a large university is located. This can be supported 
by observing the, low mean scores. for each of the categories in F.igure 2 
as well as the marginal mean score~. The highest possible mean.score 
was 7. Only one of the scores. in the table b.egins to approach that 
ratfog. 
$ummary of Types of News and Types of Readers 
Factor Analysis, was used in this study in an attempt to isolate 
types of news about higher education and types of readers. In addition, 
the author sought to link the types of rE,!aders to.the type of education 
news. 
Interest ratings assigned to stories comprising each combination. 
' ' ' 
of independent variable levels were intE,!rcorrelated to produce three. 
types of news stories which shared the most common variance with all 
other types. They were Student Other, Faculty-Departmental Curricular 
and Student Extra-curricular. This means that these three types of 
stories explained most of the. over-all. reader interest in h.igher 
education n$ws. 
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In the correlation.of fndividuals, three types of readers were in 
evidence as described in Chapter IV. Ope of those was rather clear-cut, 
Stt,1dent Other. This type of r~ader prieferired the type of news which 
appearec;I. under the same heading I Student Other.· The reader is reminded 
tha.t this category of news contained itell!s such as students raising 
funds to l:;>uy a coed a wheel chair, a sti:ident }:)eing knifed, another being 
a:rrested trying to elude i;l.n officer and. students being arrested, on dope 
charges. The St4dent Other probabJ.y comprises the largest group of the 
community's read.e1:1s and they are mos.tly students. 
Another type of educc1.tion news reader was labeled Passive. As his 
name indicates, this type of peaq.eti i;,;howed little interest in any type 
of education Ill;!WS, The :possibil.ity exists that th:i.s type.of reader was 
formed.on the basis of the i,tems he !'ejected rather than the one for 
which he expr,ssed preference, 
The third type of reader was . named All-round, because of his· 
presumed pt'eference for almost aJ,.l types of educat:i.on news. This 
reader was not as selective as th~ Student Other reader who showed a 
strop.g preference for thi;l.t cat.e~oriy. Nor was he as undecided as 
Passive reader who could not decide for any category. The All-around 
reader apparently would just as soon read Student Other news as 
OSU-Administration Administrative. 
Of the three factors, Student Other was the most clear-cut. It 
was comprised of 51.d.i.fferent individuals ~nd each of the typal 
representatives rated the ~t;udent Other cat.egory of news relatively 
high, The most representative, Respondent No. 21, rated eJght of 10 
Student Other cat_egory stories as hig11. as possible. 
The Passiv~ type wa~ Jnore difficult to name for he expressed no 
dominant preference for any category. Also, he did not differ 
significantly when the demographic.dat;;i. were considerec;l.. 
In contrast, the All-around type seemed to have difficulty in 
deciding just whciit cat_egory or c;:at_egories he did not like. T11.is 
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reader did tend to b~ female and one might conclude that the ladies are 
more apt to read all types of news. 
Both the Passive anq All~around types proba,bly comprise a small. 
percentage of the community's :i;,eaders. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
What does this information mean to a practitioner in the 
university public information fteld? What can be said to those whose 
jobs it is to write about university community events and people? The 
author offere; the following suggestions: 
First, considerable attention ought.to be.paid to the stories in 
the Student.Other i::ategory'. Pub:j..ic Info:rmation officers might want to 
make an in-depth study of many different stories that could qualify for 
t11.at category. . Then the stories whose content was advant_ageous to the 
university wight serve as a patte:rn for a.series of articles to be 
produced by a university news bureau. As fo:r the.stories in the 
cat_egory whic4 contain r1egative aspects, those apparently will be given 
the attention of the loqal newspaper or )?OSsibly even the state-wide 
media, ln other words, those stories will get published regardless. 
The author also_encourages pubJ,.ic information officials to consider 
producing a significat}tl,y h~g4el'.' amount of news dealing with students. 
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The reader is rieniinded that the Student category of news had the highest 
jilean score of q.ny level of the PE)RSONNEL independent variable, 
Secondly~ a stu,dy could b~ma.de of.non-education news that is rated 
high by readers to find what elements c;;use that news to be preferred, 
over highereducatfon news, if that be the case, 
Th~n, ·.the elements tp.a.t ar;,e ad~ptable to education news such as 
"human interest~" s~ould be in.corp<;n;•ated i.nto university and college 
news b~reau releases. 
Closely related to this effqrt would be the author's t. hird 
. . 
sugge.stion---..givi.ng c;;onsider~ble attention to the reader market to 
which a story ii;;.di;r~cted •. For example, a story abgut a college coed 
who h,as achieved high marks, won bea~ty cqnte$ts; majored in physiology 
and is headed tq medical scho!;>l., may not be sui"t;a):>le material for the 
state-wide media. But, on the othe:r hand, it migpt get a full page 
display in a regiona..l news.paper, whether weekly or da;ily. If it is 
printed in the l9ca.;l. newe)?aper, Chq.nces of the saturation of that area 
are better than if.it had made the paper with more circulation over the 
state. If it works that way, i;;everal.good stories aimed at regional 
newspapers will act1,1al;l.y prqvj.q.e more thorough saturation of an area 
than does the story i~ the major medium, 
Similarly, if a story is-aimed prima~ily at personnel on the 
campus, why sha1.1ld it be distributed off campus? If it. gets published 
it may have little interest, as the. evidence oyerwhelmingly (:luggests 
in this study. If ;i. t appears in a "house . o:rgan" or internal public at ion 
of some type it may reach the ~esired audie~ce much quicker and easier. 
In addition, this may impres~ the man on the newspaper desk who makes 
. th~ decis;i.o:p as tci w~ether the story pertains to .his reaoers or not. 
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What is meant here is that the news editor who constantly is 
showered with stories that he can not possibly use could build up an 
immunity to copy from that ~ource. In other words, send to the news 
media only those .. stories that have a good p:i;icibabi,lity of being printed 
or aired. Aim at·a target a:qq polish all techniql.].es that contribute to 
hitting that. target.· 
In additiqn, tl;le author suggj;!sts that public information officers 
should establish s<;>me sort of "feedback" program. The purpose of to.is 
·program would be an attempt·to determine how closely their efforts are 
coming to actually hitting tp,ose targets. What are some ways this could 
be accomplished'? One m~thod would be to use the state press 
association's.clipping se;r;-vice. Of courf;)e, this can become very 
expensive. A large unive:t;1~ity may be mention~d several times a day in 
many different newspapers around the state. The idea here would be to 
design a series of grticles to j$O, fqr example, to only weeklies. Then, 
have the clipping service clip only the .weekly papers t,hc1t received 
stories. 
How abo~t a simple survey ~hat could be conducted by mail? Merely 
list several different types of stories that the staff is already 
producing and ask editors to check off their preferences, This would be 
the counterpart of the present study. 
A couple of more direct methods the author would like to suggest 
are telephone calls to the news editors and regula:r:> visits, if at all. 
possible, The purpose here is to establish as much familiarity with the 
media perso~nel as possible. Get to kpow them. Make sure they know the 
names of the persons on the news bureau staff, These two methods can 
become. expem~ive if one is not careful. Many sch<;>ols have "leased 
telephone lines" that a:re mad,i;: available to the news bureau personnel. 
These lines cp.n be 1.+sed with discretion in contacting editors about 
what stories they mig;ht like to have from a particular school. Travel 
budgets are liTI)ited in many cases. Land grant institutions have 
extension personnel who are required to travel throughout their state 
during the year. These :peop;l..e could bf:! use<l effect,ively in asking the 
local editors w).1r;1.t·stories thf:!Y like to see come across their desks 
from the colleges and un~verisit~es. 
Whatever method is employed, something needs to be done to 
determine what the news editors a.t lea,st say they want f:rom the campus 
news bureal).s. :i;t would be interesting to know how edit0:rs' 
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preferences c.Grpelate with the re~der prefepences found in this study. 
Each news bureau chief or publio inforwation officer will have to decide 
which method is best fori his situatio;n. 
At any rate, this study, with whatever limitations it may have, 
strongly sugge:;;ts that university and college news bureaus are 
producing more types of news stories than necessary to promote a 
similar degree of reaqer interest. Further, reader interest for nearly· 
all types of higher education news hovers around the middle point 
between high and low. The o~ly tendency to except this level of 
interest came from the Student Other type of nE;:ws w:i,th a mean rating of 
4.9 out qf a possible 7. And interestingly enough, nearly half the 
readers showing this higher interest were students. 
The author's findings suggest thc:1-i;: )IIUch needs to :Oe looked at 
seriously, regarding the types of higher education news produced and the 
channels through whiqh it is c'!.isseminated. An obv;i.ous starting point, 
it seems, would be consideration of dissemination through specialized 
publications~ distributed '!:o tije 4iffE!:rent .l~ve,ls .of un.i,versitr 
personnel, 
qO 
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· ltf In At ~ESSA GE TO ·RtSPON~ENT · ... 
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INJ!IALMESSAGE. 'TO RE$PONDENT 
Hello, is i;his the _..___,_,...,,_ r~sidimce? ;(s -----... there? . May 
I speak with him (her)? 
. . 
. . . 
· Hello, Mr. (Mrs. or Miss) _....,,..-.-...,_...._, my namf;! is Bob Cqx, I w9rk 
for the P1,1blic ·Info~matiop Offi!;!e here at Oklahoma State University. 
The jop pf rthis office is p};lep1;1ring S<!>ll\e of the news stories aboµt OSU 
that you see in the newspap~ms yo\J. riec;1,d. 
I. p.m c;:Qnducting wh.;3.t we e;:~;J..J. a !'readership interest study," and l 
. got yo1,1r name by p1,1l.ling a random sample f~om the local tele:phone 
directory, 
Let me assure y91,,1 ri~ht · ll'1W t;hat :r am NOT a salesm1an apd that I do 
not want to get c;iTl appoini;rnent to.come.to youl;' home apd try to sell you 
something. 
Briefly, what I am tryin~ to do is learn more apout: the tyJ?eS of 
news ·stot>ies about OSU th.at averi;ige StLl.lwater rel;l.ders like to see in 
their newspi::J.pers. 
To get this ipformat:i,on, ;i: h~ve degigned a questionni;iire that I 
would like tomi;iil to you·s0 that you car.i fill it out at youri 
convf;!nience ... J:t ~ill take you al:;/<!lUt 30 minutes to cqmplete and I will 
include a stainped, self,-addressed envelope that you can use in 
returning it to me. 
Before I a,sk yo1.J. tQ let m~ mail it tc:> you, do you have any· 
questions you oare: to ask me about the p:roje,;it? 
+f that is all you ne~Q. t9 lqi.ow, may I mi3.il, you the questionnaire? 
...•• Let me be sure that r h?ve you~ co~rect address. 
Thank. yo~, and I wiil drop thi~ in the mail to yoµ tomorrow 
m9rning. 
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APfENDIX B 
THEMES OF ACTUAL STORIBS USEQ IN STUDY 
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No.~ 
·. 1., 
. 2 •. 
3. 
4. 
5 •.. 
6., 
7. 
.8. 
9, 
. · 10, 
·11. 
12, · 
., 13. 
14, 
15, 
16 .. · 
17·i. 
18, 
.19,. 
;20. 
21. 
22, 
. 23, 
· 24, 
25, 
26; . 
27. 
28~ 
2~ •. 
30. ·. 
·. 31, 
32, 
· 3.3, 
. 34 .• 
35. 
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.F~c;:ulty .. Pepartinenlal. .Extr~-c;:1,1r:dc1,1lar; .. fDO~Facul ty-
Oepa~tme~t~1 Othe~; .•. · O~A~OSO..-Admin:i,stration Adminiatrative; 
O/\NA..-(.)SU;..Adm,i.n$:2rt;rati()n. Nop~administrative; and OAO-OSU- · 
Adm~nistiAtioµ' Otheri ~ . . . . . 
< • • • • • • ·': 
p~t$~P?'l, Story Th~me d -- -· lj. ,.,..,.... I· 
... c~ e :1. 
·.·SC · 
so 
FD:O 
. · ··. 80 
:f'DO .. 
QAA .· 
OANA ·· 
0(1.A, 
sec 
so 
SC . · ... 
. oAo:: .. ,· 
·.· ~c .··. 
SBC 
OAO 
FPC 
· OANA ·· 
.. roe 
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Profel;ls9r fells about hfa computer w9rk in counseling 
Eng~neers · eta*'t growing beardi:; · 
Oonf ere nee on N.egro {n contemp9rary society meets 
Crµsade · for C~ist group h.as work day 
Dr. B9lie '~ traina.ble machine · 
J;nd:ia stude-q.ts tq show ;fi],m 
. D:t1, Coope!I' elee1;ed to heaith council-
· .. L,ahoma Clu:b p].i;ins recfl)ption 
Under&t'aduate pfochemist gives paper 
~lv:U e.na;ineers have open ho1,1;se in lc;tbs 
ROTG op~ns bids fo~ honorary colonels (queens) 
Dr •. C9oper elected to heal t.h council 
"A" l:iltudents,horioreq w:i,th ba:Q.quet 
Sewip~r slated for graduate students 
. BilDchemist ·lecture& at GeQr8jia Tech. 
Mrf:!, · KaJillll to host newqomer group 
0$U ho~ts nc;1t;i.onal conference on rural-urban problems 
:J:ot~ Nµ Sigma hpsts in;sµ:r;ianc;:e commissioners 
Al4mni .· eeoret~ry speaks· to :C.ahoma cllJ.b 
(:;ix ~aduate studentljl to attend meeting 
' '!y(bi;i1; IS neW at 0$(.J IDiXe;t' 11 to be held 
OSU rodeo club ~a~es plans with Sa~u,l.pa qlub 
Pqµ.;Ltry ipdust;ry panel slated for OSU 
Stuc;ient wins schq.:\.arship 
Presidential al;lsistant attends national meeting 
Science traiping cepter to be built at OSU · 
Student b~rgl~rs get hearing delay 
Atlantic colll~any give~. osu· $5, ooo grant 
Student's n.1:!ck llroken in. auto crash 
osu' s f ormer<base:Pa,ll. coach die~ 
· OSU' s role in d,:ty p.ian,ning ine'ntipned in series 
Managemel'lt s~minar slated for QSU 
OSU student e3rected stc;l,te BSU president 
OSU international student directo;t' speaks at Town. 
ijal:\-
Developmerit director speaks to high sc;:hool DECA club 
OSU students aic;i un~erprivileged ~ids 
osu staffer accepts Japan assig11ment 
Student knifeq somehow 
Two chemistry research projects funded 
Beq.n of men accepts jµniol'.' college president post 
OSU staffer accepts administrative post at Texas A&M 
J-schoql c0mput~~izing · 
Se.qurity of;ficers complete. course 
Stuqen,t gives m~sic r~cital · 
H9-rriisbe~ge:r;> spea.~s · at engineering meeti.ng 
Public healt;h servke gives OSU $;1.06,613 grant 
Three language professors give papers · 
Hospital head speaka to 4-Hers 
Lady profess9r spe~ks to Dames club 
New in~ernatiomi!,,l. stl.ldent director named 
OSU psyc'hia.t;r,ist talks to Rotarians 
Aircr~ft specialist vists OSU engineering program 
. Art. WO:r;'k $h9wP in OSU gal:).e;ry · 
89. 
90. 
OANA 
OAA 
Hospital p~ad presides at nq.tional meeting 
Speaker guidelines c;ommittee named by Kamm 
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APPENDIX C . 
. QUESTlONNAiR{::. 
l;i9 
rn:;;m 
Lll=:111 
Oldahorrw, St,oJ,e University ./· 
DIVISION OF IIUBLIC INFORMATION· 
STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, 74074 
CL...,SSROOM BUILDING 
(405) 311-6211, EXT. 291 
Dt1tcember,··· 1968 
Dear Still~ater Resi~ent: 
. 'rhanlc you for.a,reelng tc:> pa~t1c1pate :l.n this scientific 
eampU..._g pf local pubU.c op1n1on. It you had not~ the study 
woul~not.have. been !lS helptul,as we think 1twill be • 
. · Your coope:r~Uon in th1.s. ~tudy h very important as we 
a:re a.ttempt1ng to "nail c;lc:,wn" more 1,1pec1f1cally just what 
types of ~ewi:s storieJ readers, Uke yourselt, are·interested 
1n having appear 1n their nel(sp~pei,s. 
'.l,1he aampl;1,ng tecllniq\les wlltcti proviC,ed us with your name 
are·muc:;h like those used bY the famous Gallup Poll, the nation-
. wide opinioJt e;•th«t;ring •ystem. . 
. lt 11 ·· nQt necea,ary tor you to put ·· you:r name on a,ny of 
tllese materials but 1t 1s essential that we have some intor-
mat1Qn •bc,qt you. Therefore, we have included• questionnaire 
.which we request you fillqut.as Qornplef;ely as poesible. 
,iow~ here are some 1netituct1ons tor you to use in making 
you:r chc;,1cet Qn each or the items in thie project. First, read 
the news item. Secondlf, ...ark101.1r choice with a check or some 
type on theappropriatel,1nebelow the news story as follows: 
Most. 
l,ikely 
Read 
. Student·fJ?Qm college campuses throughout. the 
state wU.l meet at Oktahoma state University tor 
the annual.Joung Democrats state convention, 
Nov. 27·-29. · 
Least 
Likely 
Read 
~ :~.·-y-.· 
O't;>v1oui,.ly I Uke this etory more than I disliked it, so 
I marked 5. But, I really wasn't as 1ntereeted in it as I 
coµldhave been. Had I really d1,sl1ked the story, I would 
have given ital or no more than a 2. If you can't make up 
your mind, mark i;;he neutral pos~tion or Ji • 
. When you have complete~ marking E~CH story, kindly return 
it to me 1n the stamped. selt ... addreaaed envelope included in 
this ~acket. 
Sincerely, 
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Age---..------
Sex male female 
---,---,---,... -------
How many children do you have? 
What are their ages? 
How many of you:r children arie enrolled in i;::ollege? 
))o you plan to send any c;:hUdre~ to c9ll_e~e? 
What newspapers do you receive? 
W)1ich newspaper do you read mo~t thoroughly? 
About how much time do you-spend, with that n~wspaper each·day? 
15 minutes. half hour 45 minutes 1 hour or more 
~--
What is your occupation (or your husband's or wife's)? 
Briefly describe your job dut_ies? 
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What is the name of the last school you ~ttended? 
---,..--.------.,..---
What was the last grade you co~pleted in that school? 
mo11t 
likely 
read 
most 
:likely 
:r;oead 
most 
likely 
read 
·most 
likely 
rea<S 
Old~a 11&1• Unlver.ity 
!lad two winners Thursday !n !he 
breedilll Do,nt c:11111 In sheep 
co~l$1on 11t the lnternatloaal 
~k B11poaltlon In C11~10. 
()SU showed the 1rand cham· 
· pion breedillC Dorset ram ind 
111e N!ltrve champion ew,. 
~ Ok~om11 State IJl1iversltj . 
freshman stll(lent, handlcappe4 · 
by polio a~ a,e one, is going to 
get a !>rand new e1ectrle11lly =·~ wheel cllalr If some of 
classmates' pl!lftS won ouJ, 
A· 33ryear aasoclatlpn with the · 
cl11ssrpom •nd Oklahom, i;tate 
Un1113mty qame co a ck>$1 for. 
~II . Wl!fflll(lay evenln, at a 
relire"'9ftt dinner for Prllf. Hen-
ry P. ~"1S, t•tcal Institute 
director since ·1945. 
A4a1111 beau ~Is OSU c;areer 
•• •n 1•1r1111 arts· professor 
In. 1834, w.as supervlllCII' of war 
A II-year-old Oklahoma Staie 
UnlyersJty student, Charles Mar-
tin., Olclahoma CJty, spent 'niun-
d11y !JJsht In ~e P,ipe Co•ty 
Jail In lieu of '1,000 bond II the 
a(tel'JllllUi of a· hlah·NJllld chue 
Tburlday aflerft!)OII "1vplv1Q1 
a.ut1n and city and count, ai. 
Hee olfleera; . 
Miss Susie 011:fi>l'II, 19, from 
Henryetta, will get an early 
Cllrlstm111 p,esen, from her 
friends In W!!ntz Hall, an QSU. 
dormUOI')', 
Students hpve been wOl'lclng 
. on the proje~ for a few we4lcs 
and have raised Just over h111f 
ofthen.,.S"80.-
training pro&rams froin JllfMli 
and took charge of technical 
· tralnbt1 In 1945. 
Al the dinner Adiims ~ecelv~ 
a Jlfaque · which IJl8lllOl'lallJed 
his 1ervl1?1 and naDIIII him e 
~1191' emerlt~ ·1n the coJ. 
IMe of ntneerln& through 
which Ille technical Institute Is 
admhjlstered, 
City police clocked Marilin at 
.iween GO and 70 miles on Still· 
watu ~sldentlal ilreeta and of· 
flciers ch11lng him !IOUth. on 
we.tern were travellinl at 110 
miles an hour and losing 
,rciund, lh•J. re~. · 
1 
least 
likely 
read 
2 
least 
likely 
read 
least 
likely 
read 
least 
likely 
read 
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3 
4 
most· 
llek:ty 
reaC, 
most 
Uke;l.f . 
re•d · 
l!IOSt 
lil<"ly 
read · 
most 
~ike:J,y 
r-ead 
A cell ha•. ,one ollt for Stlll-
w1ter r,1ident• to CIIM)n lheir 
homes to pel'IQns cominl from. 
1U over the nation lo attend 1 · 
~Uonal c!lflference. "The Rural 
. to Urban · Po111,1lation . Shift-.A 
Nltionnl Problem," which Is lo 
be Friday and Satiii'day, on. the 
Unlvenlty. . 
All motels, hotels encl oth!lr 
.vallable housl111 . have ~n 
filled, It has been aMOUIICed by 
Dr. Claylon Millington, 811$1ness 
e-.enslon service of the unlv..--
lity: ,\nyl)l)e wit~ roo~ avan-
able 3rc to c;oatact hi.m. 
Dr. 0, Bi!rr Rola will ~ 
"~ and You," cfurl11& the 
Home Eeonon!ie1 Alumni Asso-
eialian ~ming Br.,_kf11t, 
The twq halls -.w house • 
totlll or $81 stuclel!b llld be 
ready for occupanc, the .fall or 
1970. . 
at Old11hom11 ~ Un!ve~)', 
Oct .. 21, .In 5'illwater, leewd-
1111 to Mr11. Gl;ayils Umwalce, Sii· 
!JUlpa; prCJll'•m chairman. 
Dr. Qoss ill Vice preside.,. JOI' Qese11rch and director of the 
· Agrtc,ultura, Experiment Sta~. 
Qldahom11 State University 
has centrallz!ld its hunt for sec-
r~11rlal and clerical help. 
Under pr~sent policies lhe 
1chool'4 office of placement ser-
vice.a handles. the appllcatl~ 
· and testbit of prospective em-
ployes. This ,-places the prac-
tice of each department's utUlz-
1111 Its OW11 IIVllliatiOD ~ 
dures. 
5 
least 
l.ikely 
read 
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6 
least 
likely 
read 
least 
likely 
read 
leaet 
likely 
·read 
7 
8 
mos~ 
liekly 
read·· 
most 
1i1ce1y 
read · 
most· 
11te.ly 
read 
most 
likely 
read 
The Oklahoma St11te Unlver· 
slty smallbore rifle team ha, 
won the BIJ Ejghl conference 
championship trophy for the 
third consecutive year. 
George Gunn, Stillwater,.c11m· 
piled 568 of 600 possible points 
to rank ,1rst amcmg the lm!lv· 
idu11ls. Two other OSU team 
members, Don P11te, Oki11homa 
City, and Harold Holle)', Tulsa, 
had 553 and 551, respectlvel)', 
for third and filth places. 
With apptoximalely 8,00CI ad· 
ditional cars in Stillw11ter, ac-
cording to stati$tics kept by 
Safety' 11nd Security of QSU fol-
lowing the opening of classes 
at the University, local police 
were not at all surprised that 
the numbet of accidents Inves-
tigated during September dou· . 
bled over August. 
~ 11ne ofncial stated "wit~ 
16,500 students it seems at times 
tliat eacll of · !h41m has Ill hjast 
·two cars!" · 
Kathy Bc:nnett wel)t all the 
way from ci,lqnel . to cljdet-Just 
to be one of the boys-so far 
•• that's possible for a trim, 
brunelle coe~. 
Tile Costa Mesa, Calif., senior 
la lhe first coed In 75 years to 
be enrolled in the Army Reserve 
Officers Training Corps at Okl11· 
lioma State University. 
A new rule, adopted in 1966 · 
by the OSU Academic Co1U1ci1, 
stirred up a controver~y on 
c11mpus which was brought to 
light Thursday when the OSU 
chapter of the American Asso-
oJatlon of University Professors 
took Ute si~e of the Student Sen· 
11te agaln~t the Universlt)' ad· 
mlnistraliol). 
The rule, moved for adoption 
by Dr. Frank E. McFarlaml, 
dean of student affairs, and sec-
onded by Raymond Girocj, regis-
trar, states that "to serve as 
faet1lty advisor, prior approval 
111ust be given by the dean of 
student affairs, with concurrence 
by th!! faculty member's d11part-
ment head and lhe academic 
dean.'' 
9 
leas~ 
likely 
read 
10 
least 
likely 
:read 
11 
least 
likely 
read 
12 
least 
ltkely 
read 
74 
most 
likely 
read 
most 
likely 
read 
most 
likely 
read 
most 
likely 
read 
Jame. · M. Rogers, Oklahoma 
lltate University senior from 
Bartlesville, won an award •t 
the University of Oklahoma tec;h. 
nlcal papers contest, apon· 
s1;1red by the American Institute 
of Mining, Metallurgical an!l 
Petroleum Engineers, Jnc. His 
paper was entitled, "Energy Re. 
,ources for the Fljlure." He was 
awarded a :SO volume set of 
ti1msactlon.~ of the Society of 
Petroleum Engineers and will 
atte11d. a teclinlcal meeting of 
the SQ!!lety next fall. 
Not only II star-studded but a 
star-spangled east will salute 
America on stage Thursday 
night at Okl11homa State Uni· 
verslty. 
"America On Singe!" will op-
en nightly al 8 p.m. Feb. 29, 
M11r. 2; with a l p.m. mat111ee 
on Mar. 2. 
The 39th annual V11rsity Revue 
fe11tures 10 traditional VR girls, 
four individual 11cts, and five 
group ~Its .. - - -
Oklahonta State University of, 
flclals welco111ed 114 Danish 
adults to Stillwater this morn-
ing at the Student Ul!lon. The 
group 11rrlved by bus for a six· 
d!IY visit In Oklahoma to learn 
how American families live. 
Dr. George S. Abshier, direc-
tor of community and industry 
programs for the university, 
along with President Robert B. 
Kamm, Dr. J. C. Evans and 
Per A!ldersen, a D11ntsh gradu, 
uate student at the unlverstty, 
welcomed the group, wbo will 
visit In Stillwater and other state 
homes. 
Dr. Milto11 F. Usry, account,. 
Ing professor at Oklahoma State 
University, ls the author of a 
chapter of the 1967 F~ Edi· 
tlon of "Cost Accounting" by 
'Matz, Curry and Frank. 
The book, published by South· 
Weste~ Publishing company, Is 
designed for a two-1eme1ter 
courae In coet-managerlal ac-. 
co1111Una coverlq the concept, 
and tecnnlquea required for el· 
lectlva coet determlllat1011, con-
trol and declalqn-maldq. 
13 
least 
likely 
read 
14 
least 
li~ely 
,, read 
15 
least 
likely 
read 
16 
least 
likely 
read 
75 
most 
U.ekl,y 
read 
most 
l1ek],y 
reaq 
most 
likely 
read. 
most 
1:1.kely 
read 
An OSU balance sheel with a 
nod *° lhose who built solidly In 
pa,t, a run-down on the campuH 
•~ of Fall '67, !Ind exciting pr1>s· 
peels for the future w;is unrolled 
before !,,ions last night by the 
· University', president, Pr. Rob-
11rt ~a111111. 
"' for fact, and flgu,.,. ef 
th• mament, th, UnlveraltJ 
pre1ldent ,aid that the Stillwa.., 
campu1 wlll hava an enroll· 
m,nt of 16,500 plu1 with · the 
Technlc1I unit 1t Okmulgff 
touching 2.400 and th1 vocatl011-
1I l'ltup In Oldahom1 Cit, en, 
rolling IOO In round . flgu ..... 
Actual enrellmtnt 11 1tlll In· pro-
ceu on the campu1 wit!, t.t,1 
figure, Jill . to be re1c;htd, · hi 
undorllned. 
Members of the central Okla-
hom11 section of the American 
lnstilqte of Chemical Engineers 
will view . a technical ,Um at 
their r~gular meeting Tuesday, 
Oct. 24, at 6i30 p.m. at El Sol 
Motel in Stillwater. 
All or~erly asse111bly of sqme 
3,500 stud1mts, with ·a smatter-
ing of adults present, . Tuesday 
llsle11ed attentively as OSI) stu-
dent leaders outlined their ob· jeclions tii rj!cent Board of Re· 
gents rulings on spea~ers ell· 
gible to _ appear at schools un-
der. their jurisdiction. 
Edwarcl C. Burris, vice dean 
of the _Oklahoma State Univer· 
silf college of bu.slness told lac· 
l!lty members here this week 
that overall enrollment will 
probably show · an Increase of 
zw studenls when enrollment Is 
!lllfllPleted this year. . 
All siglls of a genuine demon-
stration were absent, as the ma-jority of the students sat quiet. 
ly on the lawn in froot of the Ii· 
brary, occasionally applauding 
statements made by Bob Swaf· 
fiir, s!udent senate president, BS' 
h11 read a prepared sp~h con-
demning t~e J•ew. guidelines. 
Burris was addressing return· 
Ing and new faculty members at 
the business college's first fac-
ulty meeting, held just_ prior to 
opening of classes In the ltll 
semester. 
17 
least 
likely 
read 
18 
least 
likely 
read 
19 
least 
· likely 
read 
20 
least 
likely 
read 
76 
mQst 
likeiy 
read 
most 
liekly 
read 
most 
likely 
read 
most 
likely 
:read 
DUNCAN (AP) - Oklahoma 
State Uf\lversily president Dr. 
Robert ll. Kamm said Sunday 
teacher strl(j:es are 1111profes-
slonal, and r11ised the question 
of whether such strikes are 
ethical. 
Kamm addressJ an audience 
at Duncan HIJh Seh1111l, gath-
ered to dedicate a new $'175,000 
auditorium. 
The Russian Club of Oklaho-
ma State University Saturday 
begins a series of six Soviet 
films based Ofl novels by such 
famous authors as Chekhov, 
Turgenev and Sholokhov. 
Proms from lhe films, which 
are In Russian with English sub-
Utles, will fjnance scholarships 
for OSU language stlldents, 
~aid Kevin McKenna of Oklaho-
ma City; club president. 
Dr. Robert N. MaddolC', pro-
fessor and heo1d of chemical 
englneerinll, Oklahoma State 
University, h11s been elected 
treasurer .of the American 
Chemical Society's Division ol 
Industrial and Engineering 
Chemistry. The group elected 
Dr. Ma<ldox !or the 1968 term of 
office. 
Oklahoma State University 
will be . closed Monday, Labor 
Day, with virtually all offices 
observing the offtclal holiday. 
All offices will NOpen Tues-
'ilay, and freshman advlsem11nt 
and orlel!ta!lon ellnlcs will re-
sume and continue until start of 
classes. 
21 
least 
likely 
read 
22 
least 
likely 
read 
23 
least 
likely 
read 
24 
least 
likely 
read 
77 
most 
likely 
read 
most •· 1, · 
likely 
read 
most 
likely 
read 
most 
likely 
read 
Twenty-five Army ROTC cad· 
ete were designated Distinguish· 
ed Military Students In cere-
monies held at the university 
auclltorium Thursday, with the 
1,000 m11n corps of cadets In at-
tendance. 
President Kamm gave the 
principal address on the theme 
of leadership, and presented the 
certificates to the cadets .. -· 
The University of Miami in 
Florida has invited Dr. Richard 
P. Jungers, Oklahoma State Uni· 
versJty education professor, to 
serve as a member of a reor. 
g11nlzatl1111 1111rvey le~ for the 
Brevard County school system 
In Florida. 
An unusual program on folk 
music In the church, present· 
ed by three guitar-strumming 
OSU students from St. John's 
University parish, featured the 
October meeting of St. Francis 
~avier Altar society held Wed· 
nesday night. 
CIDCAGO (AP) - A process 
that enables scientists to sep-
arate 11,rlng cells from dead 
cells In two minutes has been 
reported by two physicists from 
Oklahoma S.tate University. , 
Dr. Jungers, dirl!(:lor of edu-
cation extenslon and field serv-
ices at OSU, will join several 
other professors from .various 
parts of Ille country to ccmduct 
the survey Sunday through Wed-
nesday, r . 
This type of music has been 
used at St. ,Lohn's church where 
it has created much. ' interest, 
Mrs. T. W. Damaby, program 
chairman, said In introducing 
the program. All art forms can 
give glory to God and folk mu-
sic is a type of 11rt music, she 
pointed out. 
Drs. Herbert A. Pohl and J.S. 
Crane exjiressed hope the new 
technique might be applied In 
attempts to separate abnormal 
cells such .as cancers In the 
blood from normal blood cells. 
Their discovery was reported 
Wednesday at the 132nd meet-
ing of the Electrochemical So-
ciety. 
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Five Oklahoma State Univer-
sity students were in tile jug 
Satu.rday as local police officers 
cont1qued to stir the pot on pot 
Ip Stillwater, CC111flscatlng an 
estimaied $2,000 In marijuana. 
:Fdday',s ,effor.ts ;tollowen .by 
four weeks the inltlil ·marijuana 
crackdown efforts here, in which 
two c'1arges of pqssession of 
marijuana were filed against 
Wlllard Love _and Ross Orlc-
chlo. Love was bound over to 
District Court on the charge and 
Orlcchio's prt:limlnary hearing 
Is slated ·Tuesday morning 'at 
10 a.DI. . 
'Theater Pieces: $20 Worth" 
will be presented Tuesday night 
by Oldahoma State University 
students in Dr. Mary Rohrber· 
ger's creative writing class. The 
first event of OSU 's Spring Fes-
tival will be on the fourtti floor 
of Morrill from 7 p.m. · until 9 
p.m. There is no charge for 
this, or . for a11y of the other 
festival special events. 
More than ~ high school 
students from all parts of the 
state are entered in Saturday's 
ac11demlc contests ·to be con-
ducted at Oklahoma State Uni· 
versity ¥ginning.at 9 a.m. 
Medals will be presented first, 
seCOl)d and third place winners 
l!ased on test results in various 
categories such . as biology, 
chemistry, Engl_lsh, mathemat-
ics, political science 11nd Rus-
si11n. 
The Oklahoma State Unlver·· 
sity Choir under the direction of 
Hoover Fisher will present the 
program at the dinner meeting 
for the Rotary Club meeting 
Tuesday at 8:1$ p.m. at the 
Student UnlOll. The music com· 
mitlee will be In charge .of. the 
~am.· 
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A Sllllday memorial service, 
a MoMay march, a fl!:holarshlp 
fund and a plea for good will 
marked the wide raqes of re-
acUpn In Stillwaw to the . as-
sassination of Dr, Martin Lu· 
ther King. 
University made. plllJ!s to hon-
or the Negro civil rights. leader 
shot down Thursday in Mem· 
phis, Tenn. 
The varied reaction came as· 
the city and Okl!lhoma State 
$und•y night, city and unlwr· 
1lty offlcl•I• wm · lffd mtmor· 
l•I -vlc.1 for Dr. King In Ille 
Mt. Zl1111 B•ptllt Church, 1112 S. 
Knoblo~k. lhli _,,,_ will .,.,.. 
at ,:30 p.m, 
War Veterans of Oklahoma 
were asked to "stand up and 
be counted" on tht: issue of whe-
t~er speaker!! with. a background· 
of lllwle5$ness and dilll1!gard for 
high standards of mQrality a'!d 
conduct should be paid with put,. 
Ile or stude11t funds to spe$k on 
state campuses by Arthur R. 
Tyner Jr., State Amerlc;in l.11-
glon Adjull!Jlt, In a speed! 
Thursday night to the. Stillwa-
ter Legion post. 
Dr. n. Mac lrvin~. 3001 Drury 
. L11ne, bas re~il{lied as assistant 
professor of l'ortlcult11re at Ok· 
lahoma State University to · ac-
cept a position with lnternation-
rd Minerals and Chemical Cor· 
poratlon, Skokie, Illinois. · 
Dr. Tommy L. Roberts, Col-
lege . of Education, OklahO!Jl& 
State University, j11st returned 
. fro111 a conference hosted by lhe 
4\dvanced Systems Development 
Division of IBM Corporation. 
He was invited to share his 
Ideas 011 Computer Assisted 
Counseling Systems with Drli. 
Donald Ii;. Super, Columbh1 Uni, 
vefslty; David V. Tiedeman, 
lrvlnl{ will serve as an A,irt, 
cultural Service Representatlye 
In the Agricultural Chemicals 
Division of IMC. He will be re- . 
sponslble for providing lechnl-
cal lnfonilatlon to · manufactur-
ers of fertilizers a11d agricultur-
al che'lllcals who have franchls,. 
eel agreeinents with the corpora-
tion. . 
Harvard University; D. P. Jj:s-
tavan, System Pevi:lopment Cor, 
poratlon and Mrs. Alice Scates, 
U.S. Office of Educatlo11. At the 
IBM Mohanslc Laboratory this 
group ah1ng with other research· 
ers witnessed the unveiling of a 
new Counseling Syslllm which is 
designed to aid st11dents in mak· 
Ing vocational choices with the 
aid of a computer. 
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.Thil Oklahoma State Univer-
sity campus will be growing a 
little "hairier" as engineering 
students begin sklpplna their 
morning sessions with the razor. 
The Engineering Student 
Council will sponsor a beard 
. growing contest · which begins 
.,Wednesday, That date Is ·the en-
11')' deadline, said Bob Walton, 
publicity chairman far the club. 
The second meeting of thtr 
osu.stillwater conference on the 
role of the Negro in contem-
porary American Sunday after-
noon at St. .John's. U!llversity 
Parish resulted in the forma-
tion of two additional commit-• 
tees and an ad hoc committee. 
Ac!dilional committees ap-
proved by the 40 persons In at-
tendance include a publicity 
committee and a goals and re-
sources committee. The ad hoc 
committee on membership will 
be a subdlvisiop of the p~bliclty 
committee. 
'l1le OSU. Campus Crusade for 
Chrjst members will hold a work 
d11y Saturday to raise money ror 
the Crusade's work In Colom-
bia, South America. · 
They say thtiy' will do any 
kind of odd Jobs m the yard or 
In the house, from washing cars 
or windows to mowing lawn.s or 
trimming shrubs. 
If the thought ever passed 
thJiough your mind that ma-
chlqes might someday dominate 
· !11ankind, It could be comforting 
to know that an Oklahoma State 
University professor is doing 
something about the problem. 
Dr. Victor Bolie, holder of th11 
Albrecht · Naeter chair of elec-
trical engineering, is a specialist 
In many fields and has turned 
his attenUon recently to a 
"trainable ,nachlne." 
Boll•'• fffllng - that umeday 
man )u1t might become a llav• 
to machlnH unleu •-doe• 
aomelhlng about making ma· 
chlnH more adaptable then 
thay now ant - haa him work· 
Ing tlrale11ly .to teach a com· 
p11tar to lurn and do whet he 
tall1 It, 
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Satl!fday evening, India Stu-
dents Associ11tion on the Oklaho-
ma State University campus will 
present the first of tllree Jndial\ 
movies. Thi,! movie will be 
shown in tile Baptist Student 
C~nter at 7:30 p.m. An admis-
sion charge of ~ cents will be 
The movie is entitled "Baller-
ian Phir Bhi Aiange," which 
transl.ated means, ".Blossoms 
Will Come Again or Happy Days 
. w_m Return." 
made. · 
Dr. Donald L. Cooper of Still-
water out-going president of the 
American College· Health Asso-
cir.tion. has been named to a 
three-year term on that Asso-
ciation's Governing Council. The 
aclion took place in Minneapolis 
where Dr. Cooper presided at 
the week-long national conven-
tion of the Association, April 29-
May 1. 
Assorted troplc11l foliage 
plants provided by Oklahoma 
State University's horticulture 
departmtlnt will help transform 
the stage. of the Student Union 
ballroom Intel an Island para-
dise fell' the annuaJ Lahoma re-
eeptton · slated from 8-10 p.m, 
Sept. 29. 
Terry Shaw, of ·Burlington, 
Okla., Is "only" an undergradu-
ate In biocllemistry at Oklaho-
ma State University, ·but quite 
a few Ph. D. 's will be listening 
to him at the· southwest section 
meeting of the American Asso-
ciation for Cancer Research, 
Fridaf and Saturday at the 
Skirvin In Okl11homa City. 
The reception will honor Pres-
ident and Mrs. Robert Kamm 
and the OSU faculty and Is spon-
sored by the Lahoma Club, the 
faculty women's organization at 
osu. . 
Terry will report · on investi-
gations which he and OSU blo-
cllemlsts Dr. Louise Higg1ns and 
Dr. Franl!:lin Leach conducted, 
inti;, "The Eff~ct of Phenethyl 
A.lcohol on Cell Cultures: Lyso-
somes and Lysosomal En-
zymes.''· 
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The school -of civil ·enameersing 
It Old.iu>nu! · state University Is 
holding open house Wed11esdah · 
1t Its n,w laboratories in so .1 
mechanics, 1sphaltlc materials 
Ind concrete materials. 
The open house, held In con-
JuncUon with the seventh annu-
al Hlgbway and Street Confer-
Application forms for the OSU 
Army HQDOrary Cadet ColODel 
contest were released this week, 
according to Major Ne)Sl)II T. 
Nance, Commandant of Cadets 
for the OSV A_rmy Program. 
The U.S. Army Officer Selec-
lion Team, headed by Lt. S. G. 
Salyer, will visit the OSU cam-
pus Monday through Wednesday 
to acquaint prospective gradu· 
ates with the Army's College 
Graduate OCS Pl'Of[ra111. 
Oklahoma State University's 
!18'1 st~nts whose academic ex-
cellence brought them straight· 
A grades during the spring se-
mester a year ago or the au-N.lM semester last fall were In 
the spotlllfllt Tuesday night at 
Student Union. 
ence ,which ·opens ·.here .the ·same 
day,. Is scheduled from 9:30 
a.m.-12:30 p.m. and 5-7 p.m. 
The labs are located In the 
civil englm!4lring annex at the 
so11thwest corner. of Hester and 
Athletic. 
The honorary Cadet Coll!nels' 
will be highly 'honorecl In their 
positions, partlclpaUng In the 
Homecoming parade, the Army 
Military Ball, ROTC field trips 
to active Army Posts, the annu-. 
al federal l~tl\lft and will be 
featured In the OSU yearboqk. 
The select coeds will also greet 
visiting dignitaries on behalf of 
the 1,000 man corps of cadets, 
and participate In ceremonial 
events. 
The team will be on the sec-
ond floor of the Student Union. 
Offering a choice of branches 
for a two year active duty obli-
gallon. the team will be In-
tervlewing college gr11d11ate1 and 
administering all requirecj test-
Ing. 
Tlie sixth annual President's 
Honor Roll banquet packed the 
Union Ballroom and · there was 
an aura of commencement time 
ii) the hall as the honor roll stu-
dents were challenged lo go on 
to greater heights .. 
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A special gradua~ seminar 
wm be held at 3:30 p.m. Tues-
day, Dec. 5, In Room 103 of 
Physical Science I, sponsored 
by the Graduate College. 
Dr. Richard Sweet, staff Inf or· 
matlon scienti,ts for the Instl· 
tute for Scientific Information, 
Philadelphia, Pa. will discuss 
literature searching In general 
and In specific the use of the 
"Science Citation Index (SCI)." 
Dr. George R. Waller, profes-
sor of l>iochemistry at Oklaho-
mll, State University, has been 
nqmed Seidel-Woolley Lecturer 
In Chemistry at Georgia Insti· 
tute of T~hnoiogy, Atlanta, 
Ga. 
Ue will lecture on "Metaboi-
"Oh I like yours". . . . 
"How clever". . .. 
"Let's exhange" .... 
These may be the sounds La· 
homa Newcomers llear when 
they hold a white elephant ex-
change Tuesday evening In the 
hon'le of Mrs. Robert B. Kamm, 
honorary sponsor of the New· 
ism of Pyridine Compounds in 
Plants" on Thursday and on 
Friday will speak on "Biochem-
ical Application of Mass Spe~ 
trometry". 
· The honored lectureship at 
Georgia Tech Is awarded once 
a year, to an outstanding chem, 
1st. 
comers group and honorary 
sponsor of the Lahoma Newcom-
ers. 
The exchange is slated to be-
gin. at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room of the Oklahoma State Uni· 
versity president's home located 
at 1600 N. _Monroe. 
Senator Fred R. Harris is 
chairman of the subcommittee, 
and the sessions Friday and Sat· 
Plans for the national confer-
ence, "The, Rural to Urban Pop-
ulation Shift - A National Prob-
lem," to be held on the cam,PIIS 
of Oklahoma State University 
this coming weekend are final· 
ized, ii was announced by joint 
sponsors, the U. S. Senate Sub-
commitl01' on Government Re-
search, the Ford Foundation and 
Oklahoma State University. 
· urday will feature several na-
tional figures from in~ustry, the 
academic community and vari-
ous levels of government, In-
cluding Secretary of Agriculture 
Orvllie Freeman. 
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Iota Nu Sigma, OSU Insurance 
fraternity, will host three mem-
bers of the Slate Insurance Com-
missioner's office tonight al 7:30 
In Room B,18 of the new Busi-
ness Building, · 
The guests will each speak on 
the functions and responsibilities 
Muri Rodgers, executive di· 
rector of the Oklahoma State 
University Alumni Association, 
spcike Tuesday evening to La· 
homa Newcomers at their 
monthly mi,etlng in the Stude11t 
Union. 
of their different departments. 
Speakers will be John A. Free-
man, director of agent's llcens· 
Ing, Bob Lamirand, director of 
claims and complaints, and Tony 
Zahn, a member of the law 
staff. 
He outlined for the Lahomas 
and many new Oklahomans, a 
history of Oklahoma, · including 
a hUlliorous anecdote concern-
ing the territorial run and a 
history of Oklahom11 State. 
Six people who · are studying 
for advanced degrees at Oklll"-
homa State University have been 
&elected to attend. the second an-
nual symposium of Assocl11ted 
Midwest UnlverilUes and Ar-
gonne National Labor11tory, to 
be held October 23.25 at · Ar-
gonne, Illinois. · · 
"What's New at OSU" Is the 
the111e for an evening on campus 
pl111ned for faculty and towna-
Pf)ople Monday, beginning with 
an elaborate buffet dinner at 8 
p.m., Keil Domnick, chairman, 
said today. 
Following the buffet dinner, 
those In attendance will be giv-
en ·a abort tour of new facilities 
at the university, spending about 
10 minutes in each of five new 
buildings, Domnick aald. 
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Members of the Oklahoma 
State University rodeo team re-
cently met with officials of the 
Sapulpa Round-Up Club to make 
plans for the April 11-13 annual 
college rodeo to be at the Sa-
pulpa Round-Up Club arena. The 
rodeo is sanctioned by the Na-
tional Intercollegiate Rodeo As· 
sociatlon with. over 300 contes-
tants expected to enter. 
A panel of industry people will 
discuss new developments 1n 
various segments of th e poul-
try business at the 6th annual 
Poultry Industries Workshop, 
Oct. 19, on the campus of Okla-
homa State University. 
Michael S. Haynes, Muskogee, 
who has earned all-A grades 
thus far at Oklahoma State Uni· 
versity, Thursday evening · was 
announced as 1968-69 winner of 
the $400 freshman scholarship 
awarded annually by the OSU 
chapter of Sigma Xi. 
The scholarship was presented 
by Dr. James Webster, OSll 
The panel will be part of the 
marketing firm management 
session. At the annual banquet, 
two persons will be named · to 
the OSU Poultry Hall of Fame. 
Sessions the second day will be 
on laying hen management with 
emphasis on producing and 
maintaining quality eggs. 
professor of biochemistry, at 
the spring banquet of the na-
tional science research frater-
nity membership and guests. 
About 250 attended the event In 
the OS U Student Union. 
Kenneth. Ricker, assistant to 
the President of Oklahoma State 
University, Is taking part In the 
national convention of Omicron 
Delta Kappa this weekend In At-
lanta, Georgia. The three-day 
meeting ends Saturday. 
Ricker is editor of The Circle, 
bl-monthly national publication 
nf this scholarship honor society. 
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MIAMI-a new Science Teach-
ing Center will be established 
within the coming year at Okla-
homa State University. 
The Board of Regents for OSU 
and the A&M Colleges approved 
A delay In the preliminary 
hearing of four Oklahoma State 
University students, on a charge 
of second degree burglary, was 
requested by Hugh Collwn, as-
listant state attorney general, 
father of one of the accused 
YO\lthS. 
Three academic areas at 
Oklahoma State University will 
benefit directly from a $5,000 
grant from the Atlantic Rich-
field Foundation of Philadelphia. 
An OSU student was reported 
in serious, but not critical condi-
tion In the intensive care unit of 
St. Anthony's Hospital, Oklaho-
ma City, today following a 
head-on crash Monday night on 
Boomer Road, south of Husband, 
which sent three other students 
a proposal for the center pre-
sented by Dr. J. H. Boggs, vice 
president for academic affairs, 
at the board's monthly meeting 
he~e Friday. 
The four were arrested In Jan-
uary, accused · of the theft of 
stereo equipment from automo-
biles in Stillwater. Five oth-
ers. were arrested on the same 
charge, with two other OSU stu· 
dents charged with receiving of 
stolen merchandise. 
The foundation's trustees an-
nounced t11at the contribu-
tion was to go the school of me-
cha11ical engineering, $2,000; the 
school. of electrical e11glneering, 
$2,000, and the college of busi-
ness, $1,000. 
to the University Hosltal with 
minor injuries. · 
Lex Frieden, 18, of Alva, a 
passenger sitting In the middle 
of the re11r seat of a car driven 
by James R. Risner Jr., Oklaho-
ma City, is said lo have suffered 
a broken neck. 
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Theodore E. "Toby" Green, 
OSU baseball coach for 32 
years, died Monday afternoon at 
his home here. He had been Ill 
for some time. 
Green, 68, came to OSU as 
an assistant football coach In 
1939 and took over the base-
ball program from Athletic DI· 
rector Henry Iba In 1932. 
ldlton Noto: Thia la tho 
eighth In o torfH of ortlclH on 
tho 1"7 Comprohonalve Pl•n 
for the orderly growth of Stlll· 
w•tor. Thi• pl•n ropl•c•• ono 
mado In 1961. 
· "Two major centers of human 
activity In Stillwater, the Cen-
tral Business · District and Okla-
homa Slate University, are hubs 
A veteran industry at1d man-
agement consultant, Eugene A. 
Johnson, will co11dl!ct the sec· 
ond b1 a series of five ma11-
agement Institutes for execu-
tives at Oklahoma State Univer-
sity Dec. 14. 
In the community's population 
distribution pattern. Two-thirds 
of Stlllwater'q 34,000 citizens live 
within one-quartermlle of these 
hul)s. The heaviest con· 
centratlcins of people are In the 
areas Immediately south and 
east of the OSU campus, and In 
the dormitories west of the cam· 
pus academic center. 
His topic will be "Mailing the 
Controllershlp Function an Ef-
fective Arm of General. Manage-
ment." 
An Oklahoma State University 
student has been elected presl· 
dent of the state Baptist Student 
.Union. · 
Larry Deonler, 21, of Broken 
Arrow, Okla., was elected to the 
orga11lzallon's top office Satur-
day night during the annual 
statewide Baptist Student Union 
Convention, which ended Sunday 
In Stlllwater. 
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o/ ir~ P. llouk, director o1 
International EducaUon at OSU, 
WUI be the Town Hall mpeaker 
Friday In . connection with the 
CoirtlnQIIII ~tlon for Adulta 
~ at . Pint. Metbodlat 
Church.· 
Town Hall meets from l to 2 
. p.m. Rouk's topic wUI be "The 
. Importance of Water." 
Money la no · longer a dft.er-
rent to a yCIUl!pter who really 
wanta a collep education, l)r; · 
Robert D. Erwlil, head of the 
lndua~I deveklfll!l.ent. founda. 
· lion at ()lrlah!)mi · Slate Unlver-
lit,, told hla audience of. Dla-
ldbutlve E4uc:aUoa hlsh . school 
pupils at ,their lut meellnS of 
Ille year; It was a breallfut 
meellnl - Ille ftnal one - in 
, Ille Mural Room of the 8111· 
dent Ulllon last week. 
. . · Underprlvile,ed children in · 
the Ponca Clty area will get a• · 
taste of friendship and coilcern 
. for their well · being throllgh a 
project sponsored by the class 
officers at Oklahoma State Uni-
venity. . 
OSU IMng groups and organ-
JiaUon• will sponsor children in 
Coy Conner. currently an in-
structor in English, Oklahoma 
State University, has accepted 
a position to teach '1nglls'1 as a 
foreign language at·Kansal Uni-
veralty of Foreign Studies near 
0.aka; Japan. · · · · 
'l1lou&b money • up many 
a person In times past t,om get-
UniJ a i:olle,e eclucaUon, that 
condition doe1 not mtal!ltaln to-
day, he emph811ied. Plnanclal 
•slatance la all around you, be 11111. . 
Scholanhlpa are available oil 
every band, both now and lat-
er.. Many pupill prefer loalll 
with low interest. and liberal 
time element for repayment fol· lowlnl collep days. 
the project, she explained. Spon-
sorship will involve small .dona-
tions to provide clothes, toys and 
other necessities. . · 
. · '1be gifts will also · make It 
passible for each child to have 
. at least one good meal a. day, 
especially . In cases where the 
child has no lunch money, Miss 
Schwertfe11er said .. 
The OSU staffer received the 
B.A. degree from Abilene (Te:x- · 
as) Christian College. . After· 
teaching Engllah and directing a 
reading clinic at Nathan Hale 
.. High School, :ru1sa, for four 
years, he joined the OSU staff 
In the fall of 1967, and plans to . 
. return to OSU when his two-year 
contract In Japan Ii completed. 
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Richard Shriner, OSU stu-
dent residing In Kerr Hall, w~ 
reported In satisfactory condl· 
Uon In Stillwater Municipal Hos• 
pllal tod•Y after a cu~IIDS In· 
cldent early Ulla mormng. 
Police said a telephone oper-
ator received a call for an am. 
bu)ance at 40 North Apartments. 
Financial support has been 
renewed for two chemistry re-
search projects at Oklahoma 
Stale University by the U. S, 
Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare. 
A total of $18,170 was award-
ed for renewal of a grant titled 
"Phosphorus Azldes-Formalion 
and Cleavage of P-N Bonds," 
The bo11rd of trustees of Sew-
ard County Community Junior 
Collegll has announced t h a t · 
Dr. James M. Miller of Okla· 
homa Slatt University has ac-
cepted the position of president 
of the new junior college there. 
When police and the ambulance 
arrived, they found blood ID an 
apartment, but had to search 
for Shriner. 
He was finally found In the 
courtyard, covered with blood. 
The police car took him to the 
hospital. 
which Dr. K. Darrell Berlin will 
. oversee. The project ls in its 
fifth year. 
A second-year project titled 
"Physical Chemistry of Enzyme 
Action," received a total of 
$21,000 in new funds. Dr. George 
Gorin, chemistry professor, di-
rects t!lls project. 
The school is scheduled to hold 
its first classes in the fall of 
1969. Dr. Miller, dean of men 
and associate dean of student 
affairs at Olllahoma State, will 
begin his duties there June 1. 
His annual salary will be $20.-
000. 
Dr. L. S. "Bill" Pope, uaocl· 
ated with Oklahoma State Uni· 
versity since 11149 in the field of 
animal science, will leave here 
to become associate dean for 1111· 
ministraUve affairs at Texas A 
and M College, It has been llll-
nounced. 
Pope, who has been head of 
the department since 11163, sub-
mitted his resl1nalion last week, 
he said Monday. 
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The professional look Is "ID" 
this year for the school o! jour-
nalism at Okliboma State Ulll-
Taking over as director after. 
. Dr. Charles Allen, an ezpert In 
. the buBJness.management side 
o! new work, Heath . bas some 
definite Ideas about lll!ndhur 
more "flexible Biid balancedll 
graduates into the job market 
versity. . 
Dr. Hirry Heath, recently 
n&JDed direetor, Is the first man 
ID that position whose primary 
tralli~ and professional experi· 
ence have been ID the newa-edl· 
torial aspects. . 
Three officers of the· OSU 
Safety Biid Security Force arc 
back on campus after complet· . 
lag a lhree-w~ Basic Police 
School at the Southwest Center 
for l.aw Enforcement Education 
In Norman. 
. Attending the course, the offi-
cial· 1aw ~orcement school for 
the slate of · Oklahoma, were 
Capt. Tom Hall, Detective Rus-
sell Keith and Sgt. Leroy Bry-
ant. 
Eual Gay, OSU safely and 
leCUl'ity superintendent, sakl be 
wouid send about nine officers 
a year to the . school until all 
on his staff had completed the 
co11rse. 
Winding up the series of sen-
ior music recitals for the 1967-
68 season, the OSU Music De-
partment presen!IJ Betty Delano 
Ford .in an organ recital in the 
University Auditorium on Thurs-
day, •I 7;30 p.m. 
Dr, Lee Harrlsberger, Head of 
· the School of Mechanical · and 
Aerospace Engineering al Okla·. 
holJla State University, will 
speak at the March 12 meeting 
of the Northern Oklahoma Sec-
tion. of the Society ol Petroleum 
Engineers. 'l11e .meetlns will be 
In the rest11urant of the S.Wheat 
Heart Inn at the ll'!tersectlon o! 
Highways U. S. 80 and 1-35, two 
miles west of Tolikawa. 
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The researchers are Dr. E. The U. S. Public Health Serlj· 
lees, Washington, D. C., has 
granted $106,613 to Oklahoma 
State University for research In· 
to "The Intestinal Barrier In 
the Newborn Ungulate", to be 
conducted during the three-year 
·period ending May 31, 1970. 
Wynn Jones and Lane Corley of 
the department of veterinary 
medicine and surgery, and Dr. 
r: E. Staley and Dr. J. H. Ven-
able, of the department of veter-
inary anatomy, in the OSU Col- . 
lege of Veterinary Medicine. · 
Three members of the OSU 
school · of foreign languages wlll 
present papers · al the annual 
meeting of the South . Central 
Modem Language Association 
In Baton Rouge, La., Oct. 28. 
Dr. Donald L. Cooper, director 
of University Hospital and. 
Clinic, will be . the fealw'ed 
apeaker Tuesday night for a C-H 
Personality Development meel· 
Ing. . . 
The 7:30 p.m. meeting .will be 
In the Community Room of Still· 
water National. Bank. 
He 1s· expected to speak ta the 
Payne County personality devel· 
opment groups on smoking, 
drinking and drugs. He will also 
hold a question . and answer 
session.· 
The first· meeting of the Uni· 
verslly Dames will be Monday 
at 8 p.m. In the Circus Room 
of the Student Union. Thi. pro-
gram will be "Decorative .Ideas 
on a Limited Budget" to be pre-, 
sented by. Mrs. Christine Sa]. 
ll)on, associated professor· In the . 
home economics department at 
Oklahoma State University. 
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"We need communlly vol1111-
teers, men and women, to help 
on a hospitality committee for 
our more than 600 International 
students on the Oklahoma State 
University campus." That Ill 
what Mrs. George Berry, who 
has taken over from Mrs. Al-
fred Levin the sponsorship of 
the International students on the 
local university campus, said. 
"I am not taking Mrs. Levins 
place," she added quickly. "It 
would take !5 people to do 
that." But if men and women 
will just help, Mrs. Berry wlll 
try to carry on, she promises. 
Dr. Harvey Anderson,: Okla-
homa State University psychia-
trist, will speak on "A Psychia-
trist Looks at LSD" at the Ro-
tary meeting Tuesday at 6: 15 
p.m. at the Student Union, The 
program will be in charge of the 
child welfare committee com-
piised of Ira Hollar, Dr. Cliff 
Moore and Jerry Walsh. Hollar. 
will be Rotarian of the Day. 
A leader in advanced concepts 
for vertical takeoff and land-
ing aircraft, Ugo ~- C~t.Y. of 
Lockheed Aircraft, 1s vJS1tmg 
the Oklahoma State University 
college of· engineering thi~ ~eek 
at invitation of OSU a(lnumstra-
tors. 
Art work of Peter Bodnar is 
to be seen in Whitehurst Art 
Gallery on the Oklahoma State 
University campus. The show-
ing will be University hours, 8 
a.m. to 5 p.m. and is a special 
event of OSU Spring Festival of 
Arts. Bodnar from the Univer· 
sity of Illinois, will be on cam-
pus April 11-12. There is no 
charge . for any of the events 
listed during the festival. 
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Dr. Donald L. Cooper, Direc-
tor, University Hospital and 
Clinic,. Oklahoma State Unlver· 
sity, arid President of the Amer-
iean College Health Association, 
will preside at the annual meet· 
ing of the Association in ihe 
Leamington Hotel in Minneap-
A student • faculty •. admln· . 
istration Speakers Committee 
Tuesday was appointed by Dr. 
Robert B. Kamm, president of 
Oklahoma State University. 
Kamm said the committee 
. which, would be in effect imme,; 
dlately, was named "in keeping 
with su111estions of the F11culty 
Council in their meeting of April 
· 9, llNIII, and with the support of 
olis April 30 - May 3, 1968. Dr, 
Cooper will deliver his presiden-
tial address At the first general 
~sslon on May 1 .. 
Physicians and other college 
health personnel from over 500 
of the nation's colleges and 111!1· 
versitles will attend the 48th an-
nual meeting of the Association. 
the Oklahoma State University 
Board of Regents." 
"The Speakers Committee," 
Kamm said, "Is charged with 
the responsibility of the overall 
development of a balanced, ed-
ucationally - sound speakers 
program for this campus, con-
sistent with the laws of the state 
and nation and the policies of 
OSU'a Board of Regents:" 
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QUESTIONNAIRE TABULATIQN SHE~T 
SC SEC so F-DC F-DEC 
. 1. 5 9. 3 2' 5 16. 4 23, 
1L 5 14. 5 4, 5 18, 3 26. 
13. 3 27. 6 10, 4 20. !:!- 45. 
22. 7 32, 4 19. 6 28. 6 50. 
25. 3 37. 4 29. 7 36, 3 55, 
30, 4 41. 5 39, 5 40. 3 67, 
44. 4 46. 3 53, 6 69. 5 80. 
49. 4 57, 5 62, 6 74, 3 84. 
59. 4 68. 4 64, 6 77. 4 86, 
79. 3 71. 3 73, 3 82. 4 88. 
F-DO C-AA 0-ANA OAO 
3. 4 6. 6 7' 6 12. 5 
5. 5 8. 5 17, 4 15. 5 
35. 3 21-+. 6 2L 3 33, 5 
43. 6 3L 6 42. 4 34. 6 
47. 3 48, 4 54, 3 38. 4 
52. 6 6L 5 60. 4 5L 6 
58. 3 63. 5 70, 4 56. 3 
65. 6 81. 4 83, 5 66. 5 
72. 3 87, 3 85. 5 75. 4 
76, 5 90. 7 89. 5 78. 5. 
Legend: SC-Student Curricular; SEC-Student E:xtr·a-curricular; SO-
Studel).t Other; FDC-Faculty-Departmental.Curricular; FDEC 
Faculty-Departmental Extra-curricular; FDO-Faculty-
Departmental Other; OAA-OSU-Administration Administrative; 
OANA-OSU-Administration Non-administrative; and OAO-QSU-
Administration Other. 
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Oklahoma State University I STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA, 74074 CLASSROOM BUILDING (405) 372-6211, EXT, 291 DIVISION OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
February, 1969 
Dear Stillwater Resident: 
The purpose of this letter is to take another opportunity 
to thank you for your participation in our study of what types 
of news stories you like to read. 
The response to the study has been rather good and we 
think this will help the validity of our findings considerably. 
If you have already completed and returned the questionnaire 
let me say a special "thank you" for your prompt response. 
However, if you have not completed the questionnaire please 
permit me to remind you that it is all important that you do so. 
We have taken this method of thanking you and reminding you 
at the same time because, as we told you, we have no way of 
knowing exactly who has returned the questionnaire. 
You will remember that we set no time limit on having you 
return the questionnaire for we realize that most people· are 
very busy. Please work it into your schedule at the earliest 
possible convenience and then drop it in the mail to us. 
Thank you again very much for your help. 
Sincerely, 
;;;·,,fl (;'-/). ..
( Bob Cox /l..-/ 
, 
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100 
COMPLETE ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX OF READER TYPES 
RESPONDENT I II ;nr 
1. .54 .09 • 73 
2, .48 .14 .22 
3' .92 -.07 -.02 
4. .86 -.14 .001 
5. .37 -.26 .73 
6. .95 .20 .09 
7. To .48 .17 
8 ,, -.50 -.17 .41 
10. .88 .05 .32 
11. Ti -.19 .04 
12. .44 .27 .22 
13. -.15 -.05 . 73 
14. .20 -.59 .11 
16. .46 .39 -.07 
17. . 74 -.27 .17 
18. .66 -.32 .17 
19. .96 -.05 .12 · 
20. .61 .32 .59 
21. .98 -.07 -.02 
22. .89 -.07 .36 
23. .75 .02 .31 
24. .59 .21 .32 
25. .71 .27 .23 
26. .85 ,11 .22 
27. .36 -.34 .72 
28. . 86 . .22 .21 
29. .38 -.01 -.02 
30. .86 -.06 -.27 
31. .10 .21 -.27 
32. ,1+4 .11 .70 
33. .84 .11 . . 30 
34. ,82 .28 ,36 
35. .83 .01 .53 
36. .58 .36 .35 
37. .09 .50 .70 
38. .82 .06 --:-6'6 
39. .24 -.09 .11 
-40. .69 .22 .39 
41. .58 .41 .33 
42. ~ . 33 · .34 
43. -:so .30 . 31 · 
44. .63 -.04 .69 
45. .94 .03 - . 06 · 
101 
.RESPONDENT I II III 
4q .. -.13 .3.4 • 77 
47. .21 · .30 .79 
48. .53 • 74 .20 
49. .42 .001 ,33 
·~ 
50. .73 
-- .02 .47 
51. ,84. .22 .14 
52;. $ .23 .22 
53. .19 .46 .49 
54,. · .01. .57 .17 
55; .80 .07 .31 
56, '.:21 .02 .07 
57. .14 .89 -.11 
58. .19 .08 .28 
59; .32 .25 .02 
6L -"78'G :..,02 -.27 
.· 62. 
.71 ----:"'25 .10 
63 .• .65 ,36 .30 
64. ...: . 53 .22 .25 
65. -.52 .57 .02 
66 •. .70 .19 .41 
68. -.29 .88 -.08 
69. -.64 -.05 -.05. 
7-0. 
-· 73 .42 .14 
73. .77 .22 .00 
·-74. .001 ,50 -.31 
75. -.01 .94 .30 
76. .. 31 .29 -.07 
77. ;85 .11 -.11 
78. .80 ..,..,04 .19 
79. 
...,..._ 
.•. 96 
.07 .14 
80. :so ,12 .48 
81. .50 .82 .08 
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